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ABSTRACTS

This thesis is concerned with the influence which Oscar
Wilde's doctrine of aesthetic self-creation had on the life
and writings of FeIix PauI Greve/Frederick Philip Grove. It
is well established that Greve not only translated Wilde's
works into German but into life during the early years of
this century. What is less well known is that this "translation" of art into life continued throughout most of Grove's
Canadian career as we11. The discovery of a previously
unpublished short story written late in FPG's life seems to
be the last word on Wilde's influence on FPG: this story, "À
Beautiful Soulr" is a re-writing of The Picture of Dorian
Gray, and a radical departure from FPG's earlier admiration
of Wi lde .
The approach which will be taken in the analysis of this

story is that of Roland Barthes, ês demonstrated in Sþ.
This particular mode of analysis is particularly useful in
the case of this story by FPG for this is his only story
which overtly "flouts aII respect for origin, paternity,
propriety" (S/Z 44). In others words, through the creation
who is a plagiarist,
of a fictional author, Hugh Allister,
FPG is able to explore the concepts of "authority," "origin," and textual "naturalness" within his written text. In

- lV

i oñ, Barthes' analysis opens the text so that the reader is clearly aware that Hugh Àllister creates his world by
using the same means that FPG had employed in the creation
of his Canadian identity:
through Oscar Wil-de's aesthet ic
theory of self-creation.
addi r
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Chapter I
I NTRODUCTI ON

generally accepted that Frederick Philip
Grove was not the Swedish immigrant that he claimed to be,
but rather was born Felix Paul Greve to German parents. D.O.
Spettigue's ground-breaking work, FPG: The EuroÞean Years
(1973), has caused Canadian schol-ars to re-examine the man
they knew as F.P. Grove and his writings in J-ight of his
German experiences. One of the more exciting finds has been
the extent to which FPG 1 !.¡as inf luenced by the 1i f e and
writings of Oscar Wilde. This is the focus of this paper.
Although FPG did not know wilde personally, his extensive
readings and translations of the English Decadents gave him
a deep familiarity with Wilde and his aesthetic theory. That
the young Greve took these theories to heart is amply demonstrated by his experiences in Germany around the turn of the
By now it is

century.
Born in 1879 to middle-class parents,

FPG

grew up in

Ham-

burg, living with his mother after the separation of his
parents in 1892 (Spettigue, FPG 39). Obviously bright, he
r rn dealing with the complexities of this man's names/identities FeIix Paul Greve will refer to the German period,
as uncovered by Ð.O. Spettigue, Frederick Philip Grove
refers to the man who lived in Canadar or appears in the
"autobiography," In Search of Myself, while FPG will refer
to the man who was both Greve and Grove, albeit at different times in his 1ife.
1-
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PauIi district (Spettigue, FPG 39), then taught himsetf Latin and Greek in order
to attend the Gymnasium des Johanneums for University preparation. He went on to attend Friedrich-Wilhelm's University
in Bonn, but never completed his degree, either for financial reasons, or because it didn't seem to offer him the
sort of life which he desired (Spettigue, FPG 63). When
Greve left University it r.ras to give himself time to function as a writer: betv¡een .1901 and 1909 he would publish two
books of poetry and two novels as well as innumerabl-e works
of Lranslation, but he earned neither a reputation as an
artist nor a living wage.
attended school in the infamous St.

In part this was because Greve had been living far beyond
his means for several years in apparent emulation of Oscar
9lilde. Like Wilde, Greve's excesses caught up with him, and
in 1903 he r¡¡as sentenced to a year in jail f or f raud and
debt (Spettigue, FPG 95-6). Despite an heroic effort, Greve
Has unable to free himself from his accumulated debt, and in
1909 he faked his suicide and emigrated to Àmerica. In 1912
he first appeared in Winnipeg, calling himself "Fred Grove"
and applying for a job as a teacher (Spettigue, FPG 13). He
did not write for seven years, devoting himself instead to
teaching. In 1919 he began the essays which became Over
Prairie TraiIs, and began to carve out a career for himself
as a Canadian novelist.
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an impatience with the
necessarily slow process of building a reputation. This
characteristic showed itself in his tendency to quit midway
through his projects. In this way he left University vrithout
a degree, abandoned a debt load in Germany and a wife in the
United States, and quit teaching in order to become a novelist. He \¡¡as, in his own words, "just a dilettante" (Pache
189). But he was not simply a dilettante in the normal sense
of the word: he was a dilettante in the Decadent sense. Like
Wilde, FPG was a "man who constantly mask[ed] himself, who
experimentIed] with different moral codes without subscribing to any. The dilettante Isaw] his supreme achievement as
an artist in the playful change of identities" (pache 190).
But for FPG this change of identities v¡as anything but playful: it was, rather, a means of survival.
Throughout his life FPG exhibited

Spettigue's more important discoveries , for the
purpose of thi s thes i s , llas the extent to which Greve hras
influenced by Oscar Wilde. During his years as a translator
Greve translated nearly all of Wilde's works, âs well as
writing at least three essays on Wilde. In fact, Greve's
first translations were of Wilde, and included The Picture
of Dorian Gray. David wiIliams proposes that "Greve sensed
in The Picture of Dorian Gray the validity of his ovrn aesthetic theory of incarnation
[ror] [t] tre picture of
Dorian Gray is another portrait of contraries, of that which
is and that which could be, united in the same figure" (45,
Àmong
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. Like the portrait, Greve's--and later Grove's--own life
is a composition of contraries. This is because FPG followed
Wilde's dictum to make his life his art: the resulting suppression of his "nature" meant that FPG was never quite what
he seemed to be.
46)

Oscar Wilde, who lras never quite what he seemed to be,

eitherr wâs born in 1854, in Dub1in, to parents of minor
aristocratic claims. 2 Raised in relative prosperity, Wilde
was tutored at home, and later, when he was only nine, was
sent to boarding school (EI1mann, Oscar Wilde 21). He would
leave Ireland permanently in 1874 when he v¡as accepted at
Oxford, though he would remain proud of his Irish background. The years at Oxford gave him a firm footing in the
public eye as an aesthete, and his years after graduation
were spent attempting to cash in on his reputation. He published some poems, wrote a play, and in 1882 left for a Lecturing tour of the United States and Canada. Upon returning
to England he lectured occasionally, married and fathered
two children, and worked as an editor of Woman's World for
three years. In 1891 his break-through came as he published
both Intentions and The Picture of Dorian Grav in the space
of a few months. His reputation secure, he went on to even
greater popularity with a string of successful plays. In
1895, ât the height of his success, he brought charges
2 The family had some medical ties--Wilde' s father was a
famous doctor--with several of the European royal fami-

lies, including the eritish queen, who knighted Sir William in 1864 (ellmann, Oscar witde 11 ).
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against his Iover's--Lord Alfred Douglas'--father, the ninth
Marguess of Queensbury. Queensbury had insulted Witde by
leaving a card addressed to "oscar wilde posing somdomite
[sic] " at his club. Àlthough Wilde had been a practicing
homosexual since the age of thirty-two, at which time he had
been seduced by the seventeen-year-old Robert Ross, he v¡as
insulted. Eventualry there were three separate trials, wilde
was convicted of indecent acts,
and sentenced to two years
hard labour , wh ich he served . on be i ng rel-eased f rom pr i son
he fled to France where he died, three years later, in 1900.
quite young at the time of Wilde's death,
and it is difficult to believe that he would remain faithful
to Wilde's teachings for another forty-odd years.3 However,
as late as 1945 he lras stilL writing texts which bear the
obvious irnprint of Wilde's doctrines. It is only in his
short story, "À Beaut i ful Soul , " that FpG breaks with
Wilde's aesthetic theory of self-creation.
This story
presents Hugh À11ister, the aesthetic self-made man, in a
very negative light. Hugh is an artist whor like FpG, worked
in two modes: life and the written word. The negative quaJ-ity of Hugh's production ref l-ects on FpG's own artistic creations, including his persona Frederick philip Grove.
Greve was still

3 Às wilde only Iived to Lhe age of forty-six,
this means
that FPG 's devotion to his theories lasted as many years
as Wi lde had lived.
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This thesis approaches "A Beautifut Soul" through the
method of Barthean analysis demonstrated in his essay S/2.
Barthes' method is to identify the "codes" which inform the
readings of every text in order to recognize how "in their
interweaving, these voices ...
de-originate the utterance
[and] the convergence of the voices (of the codes) becomes
writinq" (21). Barthes is also interested in the vray in
which a "multivalent text can carry out its basic duplicity
only if it subverts the opposition between true and faIse,
if it fails to attribute quotations (even when seeking to
discredit them) to explicit authorities,
if it flouts aII
respect for origin, paternity, propriety, if it destroys the
voice which could give the text its ('organic') unity, in
short if it coldly and fraudulently abolishes quotation
marks which mustr âs we sayr in aII honestv, enclose a quotation and juridically distribute the ownership of the sentences to their respective proprietors" (44-5).
In other
words, he argues against the notion of "naturalness" in
writing, emphasizing instead the idea that a text is "composed" or structured by the author. FPG does the very same
thing in his story in his portrayal of Hugh, especially as
he rewrites CIare through his "letters.t' More importantly,
both Barthes and FPG are concerned with revealing the ways
in which authors seek to "de-authorize" their sources
through the act of concealing themr or "flout Iing] aIL
respect for origin." FPG does this openly by creating an
author who is a plagiarist, but this is, as Barthes would
point out, a covert activity of atl "texts."
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The method outlined by Barthes works through the careful-

examination of the text in small sections, ca11ed Iexias, in

order to expose the implicit codes by which the text is conBarthes identifies five codes: "the Voice of
stituted.
Empires (ttre proairetisms), the Voice of the person (ttre
semes), the Voice of Science (the cultural codes), the voice
of Truth (the hermeneutisms), the Voice of Symbol" (21).
Simply put, the proairetisms (eCt) are the "voices" which
f orward the moments of the text , the semes ( Selrf ) establ i sh
character, the cultural code (CUf,) is the unstated text
which underlies society and appears, often unnoticed, in the
texts of every society, the hermeneutics (Hen) raise and
resolve enigmas, while the symbolic code (Sy¡¡) is the place
of multivalence and reversibility (19).

The "step-by-step commentary" arrived at through this
method results in a continual re-entrance into the text:
each lexia provides the reader with another entrance into
the fulIy open text (13). Such a method of opening a text is
of particular use with a writer, such as FPG, who has carefully constructed a pose or mask within his text which is
intended to keep the reader out. FPG used most of his texts
to rewrite his life; until- the self-parody of "À Beautiful
SouI," they are as closed as he could make them. Every
glimpse at the identity of the author in the remaining works
is concealed by the artful construction of the author's persona. But with the Barthean method even FpG's "usual" sort

I
of text is forced open: he cannot keep the reader out any
longer. For this reason, Barthes' method could be put to
further use in the reading of FPG's ronger works, especial-1y
his "autobiography" In Search of Myself, which serves as a
culmination of alI his masks in composing a single grand
Künstlerroman (wlfliams 52).
Barthes insists that "the work of the commentary

con-

sists ... in manhandlinq the text, interruptinq it. What is
thereby denied is not the guaritv of the text (here incomparable) but its 'naturalness"' (15). This is, in a sense,
exactly the opposite of what Hugh Àllister does in "A Beautiful Soul." He is concerned with style over content, and
even styre to the exclusion of content. But in another vray
the tlro works are interested in demonstrating the very same
thing: that a text contains far more than "style." Barthes
advocates, and even demands, ruthlessness on the part of
readers: we are to tear the text into pieces in order to
understand the codes which inform our reading of that text.
Likewise, FPG has written a text that dissects and re-vrrites
another text: specifically The Picture of Dorian Grav. The
result is that FPG strips away the style of Wilde's story,
and clearly demonstrates that beneath the stylish pose of
the aesthete Iies an utter lack of substance.
FPG's Hugh Allister

is

most

Henry Wotton of Dorian Gray:

attempt to protec t themsel-ves

clearly a rev¡orking of Lord
both men are aesthetes who
from the "sordid perils of
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actual experience" (Wi1de, Intentions 174) through the contemprative life which has "for its aim not doinq but beinq,
and not beinq merely but becominq" (wilde, Intentions 182).
Thus, each makes his life into a carefully composed work of
art which remains unchanged and unaffected by reality. They
"1ive" only through the experiences of those around them,
shaping the experiences of surrogates to complete their ol¡n
self-creation.
Lord Henry achieves his art not only in the
creat ion of an " impersonal , " aesthet ically detached self ,
but also in his egotistical mirror-irnage, Dorian, who is
supposed to be an obiet d'art,
morally sterile in his freedom from other living creatures.
Hughr oD the other hand,
suppresses the ego of his wife C1are, then uses the destruction of her ego as his text in "The Letters of Hugh ÀIlister
to His Wife." However, both artists fail to recognize the
depth of their external "creations": Lord Henry denies Dorian's confession that he is a murderer with a Laugh--"It is
not in your Dorian, to commit a murder" for murder is "vul9ârr" and suitable only to the "Iower orders ....
[as] a
method of procuring extraordinary sensations" (235). Dorian,
like Lord Henry, is expected to rely on art to achieve a
wide range of experience. In the same way Hugh denies his
wife's suffering throughout their marriage, eventually
alienating her from everything she holds dear in order to
use her experience to write his third book. But his book is
also a denial of her experience; beginning with the words
"Dearest Darling," it erases all that she experiences as he
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re-writes her existence through hi s ovrn eyes. Neither Clare
nor Dorian truly exists for the ir aesthetic "creators": in
becoming the "subjects" of these "artists" they are reduced
to "objects. "
That Grove has chosen to rewrite this particular text of
Wilde shows that he has been forced to come to terms with

the role that Dorian Gray played in his ovln artistic development. Not only was this novel one of Greve's earliest German translations, but it also served as a guide to his own
aesthetic self-creation. When Greve met Andre Gide in 1904
he struck Gide as being "more English than German" (236).
Like Dorian, Greve moved in both the highest and lowest
social spheres that he was able to reach. And, most interesting perhaps, Greve was able to present a seemingly ageIess face Lo the world: "f must teII you" he said to Gide,
"that physically I looked exactly the same at sixteen as I
do now," Lo which Gide comments "[t]hat is not saying so
much, for today at twenty-six [sic: twenty-fiveJ he ]ooks
scarcely twenty-two" ( 238 ) .
I t seems that young Greve had
discovered his ovrn fountain of youth, for he would continue
to seem younger than his "confessed" age for much of his
life.a

a In part this was due, no doubt, to the fact that when he
immigrated into Canada he pushed his date of birth back
seven years. He , therefore, not only seemed younger than
he "was, " but he was younger.
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If

able to subvert the process of aging by moving
to Canada and adopting a new, albeit older, persona, he r¡as
not able to leave the example of Dorian Gray behind. rn canada Grove continued the art of self-creation as it was outlined in wilde's aesthetic theories. Like Dorian, Grove is
curiously orphaned: both seem to lack any parents, and so
they rely on themselves for their own "birth." Both men are
"self-made," neither admitting to any paternity outside of
Lhemselves, nor seeming to need any. Like Dorian Gray,
Grove descends into the depths, among the dregs of society,
in his travels as an itinerant labourer, although these
experiences, which he describes in his novel À search for
Àmerica, flâyr or may not have actually taken place.s Nevertheless, while living with Elsa in "Kentuckv,"6 FpG plunged
into the depths for a second time--the first occurring with
his arrest and imprisonment for fraud--and for the second
time freed himself only through "death" and rebirth into a
new identity in western canada. Like Dorian, Grove did not
emerge unscathed from his experiences; perhaps this explains
in part the addition of seven years to his ress than youthful age.
FPG was

s There is a gap of two years in our knowledge of FpG, from
the time he abandoned his first wife Ersa in "the county
of . Kentucky" around 1 91 0 (Hjartarson, "Autobiographyn
126) , and his arrival in winniþeg in 1912. Àt this Iimè it
is unknown how he spent these years, but he was wirring to
foster the belief that this "search for Àmerica" v¡as autobiographical.
6 The actual area where they lived remains, as of yetr unidentified.
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his autobiography in 1939 he vras forced
to review his life.
rn the introductory essay to rn search
of Myself, also titled "In Search of Myse1f," Grove explains
that the writing of his autobiography hras sparked by the
discovery of a biography of a contemporary, Andre Gide:
"memories of my European youth had come back to me; and I
had risen to pace the floor of the room
[and] I had told
anecdotes of our ardent association" (3). But it is difficult for Grove to maintain his pose as a promising young
European poet in his "ramshackle house" in Canada. He begins
a covert re-examination of the success (failure) of his mask
by comparing his own achievements to those of Gide: "it ...
struck me that, to earn the distinction of seeing his biography published within his ovrn lifetime, he must have
achieved things which had focused on him the eyes of [tr¡e]
world
whereas I
" (4). Now this 'tIr? is forced by
his relative obscurity to force the eyes of the worrd on
him, on the hidden "f," on the secret achievement of his
aesthetic self-creation. Up to nos¡, Grove has failed, not
merely in "enforcing a colraboration between writer and
audience" (rsM 6), but in allowing his audience to know that
he was an "J rt ' that he was a creation of the corraboration
between audience and artist (Hjartarson,
"Àutobi ography "
when Grove began

123)

.

r wi Ide is well-recognized as an aesthetically constructed ttr ," and it vras in his image that FpG f ounded his
Osca
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persona. Thus, there are many points at which the lives
of oscar wilde and FPG intersect, leading spettigue to comment that "when [fpC] writes about wilde he is never far
from writing about himserf" (rpo 1,]5). To understand the
extent to which this is true it is necessary to rook at the
lives and writings of all three men: oscar wirde, Ferix paul
Greve, and Frederick Phirip Grove. once this has been demonstrated in Chapter 1, then it can be seen that rrI,r is not
always "Ir" as Phil Branden would have it in À search for
America, but rather that rrr rr is of ten an amalgamation of
many diverse elements. wilde's aesthetic doctrine, as outlined in both rntentions and The picture of Dorian Gray, is
among the most important of those elements. For FpG took
wilde's injunction to "create yourself" to heart, along with
the belief that this $ras best achieved through the suppression of nature by art. These would be among the beliefs that
FPG would uphold nearly his entire life,
until forced to
confront the effects of this theory of aesthetic self-creation in his autobiography. rt wourd be at this time that
he would finally reconsider wi lde's theory, and this reconsiderat ion would resul-t in hi s short story,
"À Beautiful
ov¡n

Soul . "

Chapter I I
ART

AND

ARTIFICE: THE CREÀTION OF À
rtLr
rt

T"¡T

LDEAN

FE.

Knowing as we do that the young FpG translated

Oscar Wilde's writings into German at

most of

a time when he, FpG,
v¡as desperately searching for a Master to emulate, it is not
surprising that his later writings were strongry influenced
by wilde. what is surprising is the duration of this infruence. rn the 1890s wilde wrote that "man is least himself
when he speaks in his own person. Give him a mask, and he
will terr you the truth" (rntentions 1 91 ) . Àrmost fifty
years later, Grove echoed this sentiment in his "Àuthor's
Note" to the fourth edition of A Search for America. "Why
did I choose a pseudonym for my hero? WeII, while a
pseudonym ostensibry dissociates the author from his creation, it gives him at the same time an opportunity to be
even more personar than, in the conditions of our present
day civilization,
it wourd be either safe or comfortabre Lo
be were he speaking in the first person, unmasked." written
in 1939, this remarkable statement is FpG's most important
14
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clue to the importance of the mask in his work. whire wirde
more often affected a social mask, hiding his consternation
at Queensbury's threats behind a mask of nonchalance, for
example (gllmann, oscar wilde 399), FpG turned the mask into
another mode of reality in his reincarnation as Frederick
Philip Grove, itinerant labourer and scholar.
The most fundamentar difference between the two men seems

to lie in their attitudes toward the whole premise of Intentions.
For wilde these essays were intentions, theories
which he expounded until they had been proven or disproven
(cohen 107). For FPG, who translated them into German in
1902, they vrere a philosophy for living, a philosophy which
he was eager to put into practice. Thus while wilde freed
himself from his theory almost as soon as he wrote it--particularly in the concurrent writing of Dorian Gray in
1890--it took Greve much longer to do the same.
The theories which wirde relates in Intentions had been

developing since his days at oxford. Às such, they are heavily infruenced by walter Pater whom, along with John Ruskin,
wirde admired greatly at this time (gllmann, oscar wirde
76). The most important concept which wilde took from pater
was "1'art pour I'art."

Às well, both men believed that art
e¡as superior to lif e (cohen 111 ) . As a result, the key con-

cept of rntentions had to do with the place of art in life,
or wiÈh life in art.
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"The Decay of Lying" makes four major assertions which
ray the groundwork for all of wilde's "nev¡ aesthetics" (she-

97). The first is that "art never expresses anything but
itself" (54), oÊ ¡ to use the familiar phrase, "1'art pour
1'art." secondry, "Life imitates Art far more than Àrt imitates Life. " Thirdly, nature arso imitates art. Ãnd finarly, "lying, the telling of beautiful untrue things, is the
proper aim of art" (56). witde supports these tenets with
examples of how art has shaped our perceptions of life and
art, dictating, in fact, how we see the wor1d. His most persuasive argument concerns London fogs: "Àt present, people
see fogs, not because there are fogs, but because poets and
painters have taught them the mysterious loveliness of such
effects. There may have been fogs for centuries in London, r
dare say there were. But no one saw them
lbecause]
[tJrrey did not exist untir Àrt invented them" (42). No one
saw them because they did not yet exist in popular consciousness. They did not exist because "one does not see
anything until- one sees its beauty" (42). yet art is seen
not merely as a basis of our perception of rearity but is,
more importantly, a refuge from that rearity: "rt is through
Art, and through Art onry, that we can shierd ourserves from
the sordid perils of actuar experience" (174). what these
perirs are wilde does not exprain, but he does enjoin the
reader, "Don't let us go to rife for our furfillment or our
experience
It makes us pay too high a price for its
v¡ares, and we purchase the meanest of its secrets at a cost
vran
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that is monstrous and infinite" (i74).
would prove him correct on this point.

His 1ife, at least,

This emphasis on art as the pinnacle of human experience
still
must not defrect the reader's attention from the
fourth tenet, that "lying
is the proper aim of Àrt." It
is this point which rinks the first and second essays
together. In "Decay" wilde noL only defends lying as an art,
but insists that the liar is "the very basis of civilised
soc iety" (29) for , just as the art i st completes "Nature' s
lack of design, her curious crudities,
her extraordinary
monotony, her absolutely unfinished condition" (3) by showing us a beauty which is rearized only in art,
so too the
liar introduces us to beauty through the use of his/her
imagination. The act of lying improves the riar's imagination until s/he can perceive beauty which s/he Lries to
instill in his/her audience (10). Thus the riar is an arrist, and among the greatest of artists, because s/he loves
beauty more than truth. This love of beauty over truth
allows the liar to enter "the innermost shrine of Àrt" (53).
the enthroning of the liar as the true type of the
artist,
it is a relatively small step to the rionizing of
the criminal. "Pen, Pencil and poison," the second essay in
rntentions, does exactry this. witde chooses as his subject
Thomas Griffiths wainwright who vras "not merely a poet and a
painter, and art-critic,
an antiquarian, and a writer of
proser âD amateur of things beautiful and a dilettante of
From
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things delightful, but also a forger of no mean or ordinary
capabilities,
and
[a] subtle and secret poisoner"
(61-2). In this introduction to wainwright, wirde contrives
to make his criminal activities sound as creative as his
artistic endeavors. This is not done in order to mislead
the reader, but rather to create a positive impression of
all of the achievements of this man. This positive impression is strengthened by wirde's claim that wainwright's
crimes þ¡ere not purposeless but rather served to give "a
strong personality to his style, a guarity which his earlier
work certainly lacked" (91-2).7 rn this way crime does payr
at least for the artist (g1Imann, "critic" 99), because it
is through his criminal activities that "wainwright's personality achieves sufficient criminality to have artistic
promise" (EIImannr "Critic" 101 ).
wirde continued his logical progression from liar as artist to the criminal as artist with the introduction of the
sinner as artist in "The critic as Àrtist. " rt is in this
third essay of Intentions that he introduces his berief in
sin as the urtimate source of arListic freedom. It is important to note that, in wilde's terms, a sinner is not simply
someone who transgresses one or more of the ten commandments. sin, to wiIde, has more to with self-expression than
with self-repression (E1Imann, "critic" 101). The act of
7 The cynic might claim that what impressed Wilde most about
Wainwright was his excuse for murdering his sister: "she
had very thick ankles." This was a bõn mot i+hich Wilde
might have mader oE would have liked to ttave made, himself .
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sinning is as creative as the act of lyingr or of critícízing art, since it involves the discovery of new possibilities of action (trlImann, "critic" 102). rn fact, wilde puts
the cuLtural benefits of sin into a whore new moral perspective: "what is termed sin is an essential erement of progress. without it the world would stagnate, or grovr old, or
become colourl-ess. By its curiosity sin increases the
experience of the race. Through its intensified assertion of
individualism, it saves us from monotony of type. rn its
rejection of the current notions about morality, it is one
with the higher ethics" ( 1 34 ) . Taking wilde's theory of
artistic creation to its togicar conclusion, "the essence of
thought IbecomesJ growth" and the onry sin is stupidity
(191, 208). Eventuarry, for the artist nothing is forbidden,
because his/her sour has deveroped to the point at which ar1
action is positive,
even those experiences which appear
ignoble to the uninitiated (222).
I^Iith his f inal essay, "The Truth of Masks", wirde

comes

fuI1 circle in his Intentions. This essay, which "cerebrateIs] art for rejecting truths,
faces, and other paraphernalia in favor of ries and masks" (ErImann, "criLic"
100), is obviously linked to "Decay" which celebrates the
creative force of the liar.
Both essays are concerned with
the nature of "truth" in art. For wilde truth can not be a
stagnant thing, but rather must be fruid, a shifting concept
which hides behind a variety of masks. Truth cannot be
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defined any more clearly than "something whose contradictory
is also true" (269) and as something independent of fact
(251), just as a truly f ine 1ie is "that which is its ovrn
evidence" (6).
As this essay is, ostentatiously,

concerned with the use

of costume in the plays of Shakespeare, it focusses more
narrowly on the effects of dramatic art, rather than on visual or literary arts. It appears that drama is the form of
art which most closeJ-y approaches life:
"The stage is not
merely the meeting place of all arts, but is also the return
of art to life" (243); "The true dramatist
shows us life
under the conditions of art, not art in the form of life"
(262). In this v¡ay drama is the form of art which most
yet remains beautiful by not
closely approximates Iife,
stooping to realism (art in the form of life). The dramatist
is the highest of artists because his art-form "is the meeting place of all arts." S/he is,
therefore, the ultimate
liar: s/he recreates life, or more exactly, life as art.
This is confirmed in the essay when Wilde declares that "Of
course the aesthetic value of Shakespeare's plays does not,
in the slightest degree, depend upon their facts, but on
their Truth, and Truth is independent of fact always,
inventing and selecting them at pleasure" (253). The artist
is finalJ-y freed from conventions of truth and reatity
because of his/her appreciation of beauty. The result is
that " [althoughJ the facts of art are diverse
the
essence of artistic effect is unity" (266).
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The four essays of Intentions adequately round out
wilde's aesthetic theory. More dependent on beauty than on
"truthr" Wilde with his theory frees creative man from
nature. rn the process of allowing for such freedom three
sets of oppositional forces are established: art and Iife,
action and contemplation, and morarity and amorarity (cohen
1 08 ) .
Such an aesthetics most obviousry embodies those
halves of. the dyads which involve art, contemplation, and
freedom from judgement (cohen 108). Ànd since Dorian Gray
himself embodies these aesthetic qualities,
his story
becomes the sharpest test of the theories wirde carefurry
outlined in Intentions.
when first

pubrished in Lippincott's Monthlv Magazine, on
20 June 1890, The Picture of Dorian Grav created as great a
commotion as its author could have wished. Rapidly attacked

by its critics as "duIl and tedious," immoral, and scandalousJ.y concerned with homosexuality (u1Imann, Oscar WiIde
300-3), "the effect of Dorian Gray was prodigious. No novel
had commanded so much attention in years, or awakened sentiments so contradictory in its readers" (g1lmann, oscar wilde
305). wilde was quick to respond to his critics, toning down
the homosexuality as he revised the story to be republished
in novel form in 1891. He arso wrote a series of retters in
response to the other attacks, including the charge of
immorality, claiming that the novel had, in fact, too much
moral rather than not enough:
"The moral is this: À1I
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excess, as vrell as all renunciation, brings its own punishment. The painter , Basi I Hall-ward, r^¡orshipping physical
beauty far too much
dies by the hand of one in whose
soul he has created a monstrous and absurd vanity. Dorian

Gray, having led a life of mere sensation and pleasure,
tries to kirl conscience, and at that moment kills himself.
Lord Henry wotton seeks to be merely the spectator of 1ife.
He finds that those who reject the battle are more deeply
wounded than those who take part in it. yes; there is a terribre morar in Dorian Gray."1 (Nassaar 130). whire Richard
El-lmann prefers the morar that "to seek to become an aesthetic object, out of time, is to die" (Oscar wilde 303), it
shourd not be forgotten that wilde was about to discover
that his excesses woul-d not be tolerated by a hypocritical
society.s rn fact, his personal excesses would soon lead to
his imprisonment and death. lo
Dorian Grav as a story

centres on a semi-romantic triangle of three men: Basil Hallward, the artist; Lord Henry
Wotton, the critic;
and Dorian Gray , their subject. Dorian
is not merely the centre of the tr iangle, he is also the
catalyst for the creative action of the novel, the villain
e rhis is taken from a retter to the editor of the st.
Gazette, and is quoted by Nassaar in his essay

James

oscar wilde was, of course, tried and sentenced for his
homosexuarity, a practice encouraged if not condoned by
the English public school system.
10

It is very possible that Wilde's f inal illness vras a
direct result of the syphilis which he contracted from a
prostitute while at Oxford (nllmann , Oscar wilde 545 ,
88).
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of the story, and also its hero. Initially innocent, Dorian
disprays an amazing faculty for corruption. rndeed, the noveI opens with his transformation from innocence to corruption. He is introduced as a pastoral ideal: a handsome "rad"
who is leafing through schumann's "Forest scenes." As welr,
Basil credits him with providing his art with new insight:
"'He is all my art to mer' said the painter gravely
'Some subtle influence pass lesl from him to me, and for the
first time r [see] in the plain woodrand the wonder r had
arways looked for, and always missed"' (20). rn this scene
Dorian is presented as a piece of Basil's soul, a piece that
the artist has lost touch with. Àccording to Christopher
Nassaar this missing piece is representative of Basiils lost
innocence (109). Yet Basil recognizes that he is overrooking
something in Dorian's makeup: he is dissatisfied with his
paintings of Dorian but is not sure why (oc 19). The fact
that he finarJ-y catches that elusive something and compretes
the portrait in the second chapter forces the reader to
examine the chapter carefutly to discover what element has
hitherto been missing from Basil's image of Dorian Gray.
The scene in which Basir finishes the picture is the same
scene in which Dorian is first
introduced to Lord Henry.
Nassaar regards Dorian as wotton's masterpiece(129)--as his

portrait is Basil's (oc s1)--and believes that Lord Henry
begins to create his masterpiece on the same day that Basi1
finishes his. Thus, the Èwo creations are interconnected;
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Basil is abre to comprete his portrait because of an element
of Dorian which Lord Henry exposes. That element is Dorian's
latent egoism, or his innate capacity for evir. Basil's
painting is rendered complete by the "faint frush of eviL"
which Lord Henry's words bring to Dorian's cheeks (Nassaar
1 09) .
Thus, just as Basil's picture is completed by the
touch of evilr so the hint of egoism is the starting point
of Lord Henry's masterpiece: Lord Henry, therefore, is the
devil to whom Dorian sells his soul in return for "eternal"
youth (Nassaar 108). rn the end both men "create" Dorian,
but whereas Basil's creation is a physicar representation of
Dorian, Lord Henry's creation is of a more or r-ess moralnature. The tvro creators are intricately rerated not only
because of their shared subject but also because of the way
Basiils portrait reveals the successful corruption of Dorian's soul by Lord Henry.
The onry fraw in this argument is that

Lord Henry never

accepts the true nature of his "creation." wotton berieves
that Dorian has remained untouched by life because of his
continued beauty: "Àh, Dorian, how happy you are! What an
exquisite life you have had! you have drunk deeply of every-

thing.

You have crushed the grapes against your parate.
Nothing has been hidden from you. And it has arI been to you
no more than the sound of music. rt has not marred you
Life has been your art" (239). This statement forlows an
attempt by Dorian to confess that he has been affected by
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wotton's life: that he has, in fact, even murdered in an
attempt to hide the effects of this influence from himserf
(235). But Lord Henry's particular form of evil requires him
to treat Dorian and his criminal actions as no more than
objects of art: "r would sây, my dear fellow that you were
posing for a character that doesn't suit you. All crime is
vulgar, just as all vulgarity is crime" (235). True action-criminal or otherwise--is inconceivable to this aesthete who
rives at several removes from reality, and so he dismisses
Dorian's craim as a vurgar bit of sensationalism. But DoriâD r as the reader is ar.Jare, has already discovered the vital
connection of art to life in the monstrous portrait which
imitates his moral disfigurement. only Dorian himself maintains the mask of art in which he was first cloaked, not by
the painter, but by the aesthete Wotton.
Nor does Dorian become immediately evil as a resurt of
Lord Henry's seductive talk. Although he likery sold his
soul- that day, he is still unaware of this until his experience with sybil vane. until he meets sybil he has merely

explored his potential

rore in society, but he feels that
this is not enough to charrenge him. In sybil he senses a
potential of a greater experience; that of the theater. He
wirl not love a single v¡oman, but rather one who "is more
than an individual" (67). The charm lies not only in loving
a woman who is Juliet one night and Imogene the next, but in
"makIing] Romeo jealous
Iin havingl the dead lovers of
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the world hear our laughter, and grow sad" (G7). In this
way he berieves that he can transcend l-ife itself (cohen
137), and enter the timeless and perfect world of art.
unfortunatery for her, sybil recognizes what Dorian does
not: that life is more real than art, or that "Àrt, when
used as a means to multiply personalities
becomes a
prison" (cohen 136). she casts off her art, which she recognizes as "hollowness
la] shamr" for reality, that "of
which all art is but a refrection" (114-5). But without her
art she has nothing that Dorian wants, and he casts her off
in turnr E€fusing to hear her prophesy.
with this act Dorian becomes aware of the dear which he
has made; this first act of unmitigated cruelty does not
affect his face but that of his portrait (103-4).
He is
freed from all bounds of convention, freed in other words,
to become the artist as criminal--to drink deeply of rife,
even those things which seem ignoble to the uninitiated, and
Lo profit from his experience. Dorian is deLerrnined to forlow this course; to turn his rife into art and to arrow his
portrait to be his conscience unmasked. But as his guide he
chooses, not Basil who is morally superior, but Lord Henry,
despite--or perhaps because of--his "subtre poisonous theories" (105). His portrait will- become "the most magicar of
mirrors. Às it had revealed to him his own body: so it would
reveal to him his soul" (119).
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underlying these complexities of the novel is an equally
complicated sexual tension. Each of the three main characters is clearry infatuated with Dorian's beauty; in Basil
Hallward this is crearly l-over ês witnessed by his reaction
to Dorian's engagement to Sybil Vane. His comment that "r
don't quite forgive you for not having let me know about
your engagement. You let Harry know" (86) has atl the trappings of a jealous Lover who knows that he is no longer the
favorite. But Lord Henry's response is more di ff icult , he
adores Dorian's beauty yet regards him as an experiment: "rt
vras clear to ll,ord Henry] that the sc ient i f ic method was the
only method by which one courd arrive at any scientific
analysis of passions; and certainry Dorian Gray s¡as a subject made to his hand" (71). Not only does this deny Dorian
any true passion, but it also indicates the serious limitations of Lord Henry's experience of the world. He is so far
removed from reality
that he is unaware of the gap: he is
the artist as observer personified and, contrary to wirde's
rntentions, iL is obvious that his aesthetic attitude deadens, rather than enhances, his character.
The turning point

in the nover comes with the murder of
Basil Hallward by Dorian Gray. BasiÌ's only fraw appears to
be his indecent attachment to Dorian, whom he brindry
bel-ieves Lo be as innocent as the day they first met. Basil
is fooled by beauty: "Dorian, with your pure, bright, innocent face, and your marvelous untroubred youth--r can't
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berieve anything against you" (167\. Hallward is the more
innocent of the two, for he berieves that a person's face
must represent his/her sour (166). when confronted by the
truth, Dorian's portrait, Basil-'s innocence is shattered,
and he is destroyed. when Dorian murders him it is armost an
act of kindness: having learned his lesson Basil turns to
christianity as a last resort.
Had he lived he probabry
wouLd have never painted again; for,
in turning from the
worship of beauty to the worship of God the father, he has
Iost his art, and he is therefore already dead.
However, Dorian is not dead, nor has he lost his drive
for criminality.
He throws himself into experience, yet
soon discovers that it is not as liberating to the imagina-

tion as he had expected. rn the wake of sybiils death he had
gradry yielded to further temptation in an attempt at serfrealization (cohen 123). rn the process, he seemed to furfill
wilde's formula for freeing oneself from temptation
through yielding to each temptation that might present
itserf. In this way, one courd maintain a "residual freedom
by not lingering with any single temptation long" (Elrmann,
"critic" 96-7). But after Basil's death Dorian realizes that
this process of yielding teads not to serf-rearization but
to self-damnation. He is finalry aware of the validity of
Basiils position (Nassaar 128), but it is too rate to change
lhe course of events. He no ronger has a friend who is wirring, as Basil was, to help him escape the dark depths into
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which he has plunged himself;

left to his oÞ¡n devices he
turns to opium to bring him inner peace. He stilr must learn
that he cannot escape the past--which soon appears in the
guise of Sybil's brother, Jim Vane.
Jim vane is a melodramatic character whose one desire is

to ki11 Lhe man who kitled his sister. He cannot kilr Doriâflr that much seems assured by Dorian's deal with the devir,
but he does force Dorian to confront his past. Dorian turns
for relief to Lord Henry, but finds none there. For since
Lord Henry lives severar removes from reality (cohen 141) he
can only offer Dorian escape from reality,
he cannot help
Dorian deal with rearity. Às welr, Lord Henry has arways
counselled Dorian to lead a rife of immorarity--a rife which
he himself is afraid to lead (cohen 147)--and nothing has
happened to change Lord Henry from that opinion. He therefore scoffs at Dorian's confession, accusing him of striking
a pose at the very moment when he is dropping alL masks. Às
welr, Lord Henry chides Dorian for the vulgarity of his
"pose": "It is not in your Dorian, to commit a murder
crime belongs excl-usively to the rower orders. I don't brame
them in the smallest degree. r should f ancy that crime r.ras
to them what art is to usr simpry a means of procuring
extraordinary sensations" (235). This flies in the face of
wilde's earl-ier assertion that an artist courd use crime to
expand his/her experiences, yet is perhaps more accurate.
Lord Henry is an artist, as he understands that wordi he is
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as passÍve and removed from reality as he believes all art
to be: "Art has no influence on action. rt annihilates the
desire to act. Àrt is superbly sterile" (24a). so too Lord
Henry is sterile:
married, but without children, he cannot
love either his wife or any other person. He not only refuses to act himserf, but he prevents others, namely Dorian,
from acting as weIl. His is an art that kirrs all it touches; it is the negation of both life and nature. rnterestingIy, given wilde's ovrn fame as a conversationarist, Lord Henry's art is found in the spoken word: it is his ideas that
corrupted Dorian, rather than anything he did.

rn the end Dorian is reft with only his portrait, the
true image of his soul. Ànd the image of this painting now
negates a second of wilde's arguments, that "1ife imitates
art far more than art imitates rife." while Dorian had
attempted to transcend life by making his rife into art, he
learns finalry that this is not possibre because man is
bound by time, whereas art is not. "wirde's finar tableau
revears Dorian's self-portrait,
his study in rife, lying
armost unrecognizable on the floor, while Basi1's study from
life, the real portrait, stands inviolate beside it" (shewan
128). In the end, art triumphs over life not onry in its
ability to transcend time, but arso in the ironic twist
which causes Dorian to be recognizable only through art--his
rings and the portrait (246). The body decays, but art does
not: that is the basis of the moral problem in The picture
of Dorian Gray.
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the influence which oscar wilde's writings
had on Felix Paur Greve the danger ties not in overestimating but rather in underestimating their varue (spettigue,
FPG 51).
Traces of t^Iilde can be f ound throughout Greve's
European career, from the transrations and essays through to
Greve's or{rn rif estyle. 9rhile it is doubtf ul that Greve was
responsible for the first wilde craze in Germanyr âs Elsa
Greve would later cl-aim (H jartarson, "Strangers" 277 ) , there
can be no doubt that Greve did contribute to this "craze"
h'ith his transrations and essays. More interesting, however,
are the ways in which Greve "transrated" wirde's writings
into life, more particularly into his own rife. In short,
Greve did as wirde advised when he said, "create yourself.
Be yourself your poem" (o'sullivan 223). Greve's greatest
achievement in Europe lay not in his poetry: or novels, or
translations, but rather in the creation of a persona: in
Felix Paul Greve.
when examining

the available evidence it is clear that the young
Greve was extremely close to, and dependent upon, his mothFrom
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er. Thus,
¿¡¡ss,
at the time
I
of her death in 1898 he found himself
alone in the world ,
he had had little
contact with his
father in over five years (spettigue 45-6) and seems to have
had no other family. He was just nineteen years old, and the
prospect of being an orphan must have had its advantages
along with its sorrow. Àf ter al-l, as Grove would note much
later, "ln]o person is ever so isolated but he preserves
some points of human contact" ("Rebels" 79). Àmong the contacts which Greve woul-d have had at this time is Herman
Kilian,
and perhaps one reason for Kilian's continuous
financial and emotionar support lies in Greve's orphaned
state. Àt any rate, Greve was now a young University student, and his attempt to move from the rower-middle class to
the educated elite wourd have been hampered by his mother's
social status. Orphanedr parentless, if not fatherless,
Greve could now move from his class with greater ease.

In his recovery from his mother's death and his entry
into his new Iife at the University no one was more important to Greve than Herman Kilian. Àlthough Kilian's support
vtas in part f inancial,
there vras an emotionar aspect to
their relationship as werl: "If]or years no influence in my
life v¡as greater than his. For a number of years Ì{e lived
close together, in body and spiritr" Grove would later write
("Rebels" 75). Setting aside the possible all-usions to homosexualityr l 1 clearly this tùas a formative relationship in
1

1 Throughout Grove's autobiographical

writings there are
hints of homosexualityr âs in his introduction to In
Search of Myself where he claims to have been calleÇ
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s Ii f e. Ki lian r,ras the son of a wealthy and respected
doctor; he v¡as born into the class and rifestyle that FpG
craved. rt is quite possibre that Kirian assisted Greve in
acquiring social ski11s, as well as in helping out whenever
Greve asked him for money. l
FPG'

2

During 1902 Greve published three books: two colrections
of his own poems, Wanderungen and Helena und Damonr âs well
as a transration of wilde's aphorisrns (spettigue 73) .1 3 er1
were pubrished privately,
the first two at great expense.

to Kirian, indicating that it þ¡as
he who sponsored its pubricatíon (Spettigue, FpG 73), and he
probably paid for the publication of Helena und Damon as
werr. while the varue of the poems is debatabl€rr4 it seems
wanderunqen was dedicated

along with Andre Gide, castor and polrux. considering the
intensity of his rerationship with Kirian--and the fact
that they did, as Greve and Gide did not, attend univer-

sity together--perhaps this laber vras applied to Kilian
whether or not this tabel r.Ias accurate is
impossible to prove; certainry his confessional fictions
give no indications that FpG was other than heterosexual.
rn his interview with Gide Greve craimed that "r know
that if r had asked him for that amount, he wourd have
given it" (237). rn-other words, Kirian was accustomed to
giving Greve large sums of money. what exactly vras the
nature of this relationship? obviously Greve $¡as more
than ordinarily dependent on his classmate.
spettigue mistakenly assumes that the collection of
wirde's aphorisms r+as Greve's translation of rntentions.
rn fact, the pamphlet has been identified uy erex r<noenagel as a translation of wilde's "phrases and phirosophies
for the use of the young" with sundry aphorisms áaaea
(218).
and Greve.

l2

13

14

r have not read these poems i for a comment on the nature
and.quality of the poetry see peter A. Stenberg, "Translating the Transratable: A Note on a practicãÍ problem
with F.P. Greve's wanderurìgr" canadian Review of com-
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that Greve came close with these poems to being accepted
into the stefan George circle. Àt this time Greve had once
met with George, concerning a transration of George's poems
by Daisy Broicher (Spettigue, FPG 72), but the response to
Greve's poetry v¡as only that "F.p.G. sent something
but
too little to be worth introducing him" (74). In other
words, a concerted effort by Greve at this time might have
earned him a place as a poet in 1902, changing his story
completely (Spettigue, FPG 73-4).
During the years from his mother's death to the publication of his first books Greve had not been leading an exemplary life. D.O. Spettigue has estimated that during these
years Greve was spending six times his father's annuar salary each year (rpC 50). Greve was living "recklessly, extravagantly, trying to draw attention to himself" (fpC 69). Às a
result, Greve found himself deeply in debt, and he turned to
translation as a means of escaping this debt.

level, FPG's extravagant lifestyle was merely an
idiosyncrasy of his history, not a literary pose; his expensive taste was probably inherited from his parents who had
also lived beyond their means (Spettigue, FpG 36). At the
same time, he went so far beyond their excesses, that the
poseur is revealed as an imitator of the English decadents,
especially oscar wilde. Like wilde he lived well at university, overspending on books, clothes, and luxuries. while he
On one

parative Literature 7 (Spring 1980): 206-12.
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apparently vras assisted by Kilian in some of his expenditures (Greve arso travelled extensivelyr considering his
nonexistent budget), the greater part of his money must have
come from unknown sources. The probrem is, what sources?

This question wirl probably never be answered, though
spettigue points to some possibre hatf-answers in FpG's
"autobiography," rn search of Mvserf. one crue ries in his
supposed work as an unofficial tour-guide in rtary; Greve
probably spent 1901 in Itary and money was probably tight
(spettigue, FPG 60). As werl, it is possible that Greve's
mother's friend/lover (his rore is not compretely clear),
August Hinrich Jacobsen, gave Greve some money in the years
following Bertha's death (spettigue, Fpc 46). But most rikely Greve forrowed the tried and true practice of "money
makes money"; by acting wearthy he was abre to extend rines
of credit and to borrow money to arrow him to live as he
wi shed.
Even Andre Gide was fooled into admiring his
"wearth," and Gide was fully a$rare that Greve had recently
been jailed for debt: "r savr that smooth face, looking as if
it had been bleached with chrorine, that body too talr, for
which all seats are too l-ow. r wi shed ardently that it might
be he. It was. von M. had not exaggerated his eregance.
[Greve] was perfectly dressed, [and] Iooked English rather
than German" (236). Arthough Gide was sufficiently acquainted with Greve to $rorry that he wourd ask for money, and Gide
had carefurly planned his refusal!, he courd not help but be
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impressed by Greve's "sober and unpretent i ous
(240)

elegance "

.

A second contemporary who was impressed by Greve's
appearance, although she fought her attraction at first, was
his first wife, Ersa. Elsa believed that Greve was a millionaire who transrated more for pleasure than for money
(Hjartarson, "strangers" 277). Àlthough she would soon discover her mistake, as his rover, it is obvious that Greve's
sociar mask was skillfulry
constructed. Àn interesting
aspect of his disguise is that he used it to enter artistic
circles not as an artist himself, but rather as a patron of
the arts (Spettigue, Fpc 68).
this it seems that Greve's first career was neither
as university student, nor as poet or translator, but rather
as a miritant riar. That he was already familiar with oscar
wilde's rntentions and The picture of Dorian Gray can be
inferred from the fact that they were among his first translations (Spettigue, FpG 72). It seems that he was riving out
the theory expounded in "The Decay of Lying": Greve would
revive the "dying art of lying" by nurturing his "natural
gift for exaggeration." As a cultured liar Greve could find
his prace in the upper levers of society as one of those who
form "the very basis of civilised society" (rntentions 29).
To support this rore Greve carefully constructed a persona
entirely dependent on protracted and involved rying:
"r
should like to make you understand
I feer the same need
From
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for lying and the same satisfaction that others feel in
telling the truth
Take this, for exampre: when someone
hears a sudden noise beside him he turns his head
but I
don't, or when r turn, r turn deliberatery! r 1ie" (ciae
239). For Greve lying seems to equal "serf-generation
through absorute self-contror" (spettigue,
"Fanny Essrer"
53). rt is thus pointless to wonder which came first,
the
lying or the persona; what came first was the desire for a
persona that could take him out of his "natural" life and
into a created one.
The other book which Greve published in his artistic
debut of 19oz was actually a pamphret: Lehren und sprüche
fur die reifen Junqens (nnoenagel 215). Essentially a trans,*t;;de's
"phrases and philosophies f or the use of
the Young" and serections from his prays "The rmportance of
Being Earnest" and "An rdear Husbandr" this pamphlet demonstrates that Greve had translated wirde from the outset of
his career. Axel Knoenagel suspects that the presence of the
lines from these plays estabrishes Greve as the transrator
of the plays which vrere presented in Berrin in lgoz (21g-9).
But the more interesting possibirity is that Greve was
arready using this transration as a stepping stone from the
artist-as-liar to the artist-as-criminal.
Wilde had found
this pamphlet used as evidence against him in his trial;
and, not entirely perversely, Greve might hope to "profit"
from this pamphlet by sharing in wilde's criminarity: "He
-al
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would transrate wilde's sayings in the same spirit that
wirde had written them. Greve's participation in the creation would be al-most as much as wirde's and if he were
attacked because of his pubrication, Greve might even be
able to feel like a German oscar wilde" (Knoenagel z1g).
But , i f thi s had indeed been Greve' s plan , he vras sadly di sappointed; when he turned to transration furr-time he negLected to list this pamphlet among his publications (Knoenage1 215).
The failure to be recognized as a criminar artist did not
prevent Greve from transrating arl or nearry all of wilde's

writings in the course of his remaining years in Germany,
aside from the probable exception of De profundis. Beginning with rntentions and The picture of Dorian Gray as well
as the f our plays in 1902, Greve's transrations of t^li1de
continued to be published as late as 1918, the year in which
"Dg Junse Kbniq" ( "The Happy prince" ) h'as published. But
Greve's most important work may rie in his involvement with
The colrected works of oscar wilde to which he contributed
both transrations and essays. He wrote at reast three
essays about wilde, although they were as much about himself
as they v¡ere about wilde. Thus, these essays are of great
interest to the student of FpG; as spettigue says, "rvhen
lGreve] writes about wilde he is never far from writing
about himserf" (r'pc 115). Greve himserf craims in his first
pamphlet that "oscar wilde beronged with those peopre who
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can only be approached through a biography , " yet the bi ographer must concentrate not on Wilde but on "himself, his ov¡n

psyche, and at the same time would 1imi t himself to mere
hints" (quoted in Spettigue, FpG 87). His meaning is plain:
look at ffi€r within my writing.
Nonetheless, Greve's first essay on t^7il-de, simply entitled "oscar 9li]de" and written in 1902 is an attempt to be
schorarry in his assessment of wilde (spettigue, FpG 96). Às
such, he examines Intentions and Dorian Grav in order to
distilr the essence of wilde's aesthetics. He concludes that
"[t]he rear artist is he v¡ho proceeds, not from feering to
form, but from form to thought and passion
It is just
because he has no new messã9e, that he can do beautiful
work. He gains his inspiration from form, and from form
purely, âs an artist should. A rear passion would kill him"
(quoted in spettigue, FPG 88 ) . Às Greve vlas writing this in
Palermo, where he had fled with his "wife" Elsa from her
legar husband August Endel1, one wonders whether or not
Greve was avrare of the irony of this statement as it appried
to his ovln lif e. For, just as witde $¡as destroyed by his
love for Lord Alfred Douglas, and Dorian by the passion
which caused him to ki11 first
Basil Hallward and later the
living portrait painted by Hallward, Greve wourd be
destroyed by his own passion for Elsa; giving up his identity in 1909, he faked his suicide and fled to Àmerica. yet in
this essay there is littre
premonition of the future, onry
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fascination with wilde and his display of assumed wearth,
leading spettigue to concrude that Greve's extravagant lifestyle during these years was based on wilde (rpc g9, sg).
The second essay,

"Randarabesken zv

Oscar wi1de"
( "Marginal Notes on oscar wilde" )
, vras written in 1903 and
differs from the first in both tone and content. This is a
reructantly written essay, and one in which Greve reveal-s
far more of himself than he had previousry. spettigue
describes it as "the last word on [Greve's] obsession with
wilde and
on his attempt to answer for himserf the
nature of his response to wirde" (rpc .110). The extent of
this obsession can be gauged by Greve's claim that "he foIlowed me across the sea and into my sweetheart's chamber"
(r'pc 1 1 1 ). what Greve has to say about wilde Elsa wouLd rater say about Greve: "what r say still bears the stamp of
human love and human hate--for r hate him at reast as much
as r love him" (rpc 112).15 At another point Greve writes
that "his works are nothing, are only a pare gJ-impse of what
he was in life;
nevertheless they contain just so much of
his essence as a person, this strangely complicated being,
that reading him leads unfairingly to studying the man" (rpc
113). which is where FpG's writings read the reader: on an
essential search for the man beneath the mask (rpc 113).
clearly it is difficult,
if not impossible, then, to sort
I

s rn her autobiography Elsa wrote that her ten-year affair
r¡ith Greve was the longest and most intense o-r her rif e,
and that twenty years after he had abandoned her she
stilr loved and hated him (Hjartarson, "strangers" 27s,
277).
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out the threads in this second essay on wilde: who is the
"rea1" Greve apart from his remaking of himserf in imitation
of Wilde?
The most telring section of

"Randarabesken" proves to

be

Greve's praise for wilde's decision to stand triar when he
courd have escaped to France' "[He] knew exactly what awaited him
knew that now his rifer âs he had led it thus

far, this sublime dreamrife where he entered into a thousand
phantom existences while no one knew his real personality
this life,
in which he berieved he r.ras sowing make-berieve seeds, bore a real harvest
alt the trappings of
pretence would be stripped from his body and he wourd be
exposed in pitiless nakedness ....
Ànd that he went back
there and did not flee: that is his greatest moment" (spettigue, FPG 116). That Greve would rater turn to face his
accusers in Bonn in imitation of wilde is predicted in this
statement, as is the fact that neither criminal knew what
punishment really meant. For both, the movement from "dreamlife" to "pitiless nakedness" wourd end onry with death,
that death coming after years of hardship.
while it is difficult to assign a date to Greve's third
essay ,
"oscar wi l-de und das Drama , " internal evidence r
points to a date of 1905 or later. once again this essay is
concerned with wilde the man f irstly,
and with his writings
6

1

6 on pages 30 and 31 of this essay Greve refers to De profundis which was first published (in German) in 190s in a
translation by Max Meyerfeld (Montgomery 465n).
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secondly; yet it is also semi-veiled autobiography on
Greve's part. of major importance are Greve's statements on
masks, or "poses": "À pose--what does that mean? the word
doesn't rearry mean very much, because only a man whose
individualism is too weak to show itself and become dominant
in spite of himserf can be a poseur for any length of time:
his true character remains to be analyzed. À poseur can nevertheless be the best or most complicated human being in the
world: and his very pose shows that he has something to
hide" (29-30).17 Greve's pose was obviously used to hide his
social background, or to justify the prace which he had
hoped to find in European artistic
circles. cut out of the
life he desired by financial considerations, Greve nevertheless came cfose to attaining his goal, only to rose his
place forever in the corrapse of his pose with his trial. He
shrugs off the failure of his pose as the resurt of too powerfur an individualism, only to add that "Ia]n intellect
capable of dominating a human being to such an extent that
he can keep up a pose throughout his lifetime would indeed
be something superhuman, and we shourd admire such an intellect" (31 ) . Greve seems, in fact, to be hinting at his
planned "suicide" here, warning his audience to watch for a
new incarnation.
For that he possessed such an interrect
wourd be proven in the new worId, where he was known untir
1972--nearry a quarter of a century after his death--as
17

I am indebted to Doctor Martin Kuester of the University
of Augsburg for his transl-ation of "Oscar Wilde und daã

Drama, "
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Frederick Philip Grove.

111

The urtimate stage of FpG's career was that of the founder of modernism in the canadian nover, though he had first

appeared as a novel-ist in Germany. Às such his career
stretched from Fanny Essler in 1905 to consider Her t{ays
pubrished in 1947, the year before his death. In both his

first

and last novels,
Fanny Essler and I n ger4rch of
MvseLf,1 8 FPG paints a picture of his rife in Europe. In
each FPG takes a masked part, thus revearing, if not his
true serf, then at reast the serf he would have riked to be.
rmportantly, the same masked man appears in both, though he
is somewhat younger in rn search of Myserf, a man who has
recreated himserf in wilde's image. This is to deny spettigue's craim that in 1904 Greve "turned to Meredith and
wel1s in English, Gide and Fraubert in Frenchr" and away
from wirde (rpc 117). For, despite Greve's professed admiration for wilde when he was "free from any posturing" (spettigue, FPG 56), he was himself seldom so free.
18

Àlthough this book was published before Consider
Ways, it was in fact the last book vrhich FFciE-tã.
began CHW as early as the 1920s (Spettigue, Fpc 209).

Her
H.
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Arthough Fannv Essrer is blatantly the story of Greve's
v¡ife Ersa1s and her early "career"--it ends with her death
soon after leaving her husband for Reelen (Greve)--it also

serves to record Greve's personal reaction to wilde. opening
as it does with a "programmatic and seemingry paradoxical

declaration which at first glance seems to be a rnisquotation
of one of wilde's apercus" (Rirey, 58), Greve's act of quoting serves to force wilde to the fore of the nover, along
with its heroine, Fanny, and FpG himself. The motto is a
disarming misquotation of one of wilde's rines from his preface to Dorian Grav: "The morar rife of man forms part of
the subject-matter of the artist,
but the morarity of art
consists in the perfect use of an imperfect medium" (nitey
58). Greve rewrites this to read "À1r true art addresses
itself to the masses: even when its 'public' is not a part
of the masses. No true art betrays a judgement on the part
of the artist. À11 true art is, in the strictest sense of
the word, moral." The concern with the morar nature of art
is taken from wilder âs Riley noted, but the attempt at pinning down his audience is pure FpG. over thirty years later
he would sti11 be wrestring with the nature of his audience
as he wrote his "autobiography": "The effect of a book is
the result of collaboration between writer and audience.
That corraboration r had failed to enforce
But even the
rs rn g private letter Marcus Brehmer comrnented that "Fanny
Essler is really incredibre: if Ersa Ti wasn't a whorã
before, despite her whorish nature, she has surely found
her Louis who prostitutes her more lbratantry by puurishing Fanny Esslerl than if he let her be móunlea at 50
cents a ride" (quoted by Spettigue, "Fanny Ess1er" 5'l ).
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rack of an audience is not the important thing. The important thing is that vou have such an aud.ience in mind when
you speak" (lst"t 6, 11). In Search of Myself is not so much

a search for the self as it is a search for an ideal self as
refrected in the eyes of an imagined audience. For his audience Grove chooses Àndre Gide, "my friend the young French
man who was now a man of seventy or more" (-1 1).
But, as
Grove himserf has acknowl-edged, it does not matter who is
the audiencer so long as an an audience does exist. As Hjartarson suggests, "in the interrelation of discourse, power,
and the self" it is the composition of the self, the "r" of
the discourse, that defines and confirms the identity of
that self ("Àutobiography" 117). In other words, "I te1I,
therefore you are" ( "Àutobiography" 123) , the "you" of the
audience being the mirror (portrait)
which reflects the
author back upon himself ( "Àutobiography 117) .
Thus,
Grove's "autobiography" will inevitably refrect back his
soul, just as Dorian's picture did. Ànd, like Dorian, Grove
will be horrified by what he sees.
rn Fannv Essler Greve had created "Reelen" to be his
arter-ego; much like Greve, Reelen has the added attraction
of having prenty of money to back up his social- persona. He
is a "strikingry ta11 and thin, strikingty blond, strikingry
eregant young man of about 30 who definitely appeared not to
fit into this group of semi-bohemians" ( 1 34). His behavior
and dress serve to intimidate others, he "frightenIs] everyone off" (134) because of his obvious superiority.
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set in direct contrast to this "secret portrait of Dorian
Greve" (williams 48) is Fanny, a type of anti-wilde. "Fanny
Essrer differs from the portrait in one essentiar point: she
onry lies from necessity, and her virtue, pathetic as it is,
is a sincerity through which the shallow kinds of tragedy of
the decadent life are exposed" (Blodgett 29). unlike wilde,
or Reelen, Fanny is incapable of posing, arthough she is
able to see through sociar poses easily (slodgetL 29). rt is
her inability to conform to social "norms"--poses--that
leads to her death.2o rronicarly,
she farls in love with
Reeren for whom all of life
is one prolonged pose. Their
relationship is, on his part,
one of "cold poJ-iteness" to
which he expects her to respond in kind (205). He has farten in love, one supposes, vrith Fanny's naturarness, but he
demands that she assume a pose outside of the bedroom (205).
Even within the bedroom he does not drop his mask, approaching her bed "almost as if he had been going to work" (195).
rnterestingly, this cold approach to sensuarity alrows him
to be the first man to fulfilr Fanny's sexuar needs, but he
does not even begin to meet her emotional ones.
More important than the difficurt relationship between
Fanny and Reelen, which in all probabirity echoes that of
Greve and Elsa' are the numerous connections between Reelen
and wilde. Às Reelen is arso a portrait of Greve this serves
20 Àlthough Fanny ostentatiously dies of malaria,
and her
deaLh scene is remarkably similar to that of Wilde who
died of encephal itic meningitis, her preoccupat ion in the
last section wi th Reelen's disregard for her emot i ona I
needs points to this as an underlying cause of her deaÈh.
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to indicate just how closely Greve v¡as "modeling his rife on
certain qualities of lwi1de]" (Spettigue, FpG 51). In many
ways Reelen is wilde; from his treatment of his wife to his
skiIl in working a party.
The relationships between wirde and constance and Reelen
and Fanny are equally based on mutual attraction, and there

is evidence to show that constance and Fanny loved their
husbands passionately. yet the men seem unable to deal with
their wives' emotional needs: Reelen forbids Fanny to dwell
on the past (re 205), while wilde commented, in regards to
constance, that he "could not be bored with people who went
to their childhood for their personal tragedies" (Elrmann,
oscar wilde 221). Despite this attitude, both women look up
to their husbands as gods (ru 19a, Erlmann, oscar witde
232), and submit meekry to being made over in dress and in
hair (rn 212-3, Ellmann, oscar wilde 244-s). "For constance
[and Fanny], her first season after marriager âs she tried
to keep up vrith her husband's ð,ízzy pace, vras painf ur" (errmann, oscar wilde 239). constance found refuge in pregnancy
and motherhood, little rearizing how her swollen body disgusted her aesthetic husband--a state which gave her an
excuse to stay at home--while her husband began spending
r.ncreasing amounts of time away f rom home (erlmann, oscar
wilde 250-1 ) . Fanny's disease is somewhat more fatal than
Constanc€'s, for she dies within a year after running ah'ay
with Reeren. But Reelen's reaction pararrels that of wilde,
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at least in the earry stages of Fanny's irrness: he finds
her illness more an annoyance than a cause for concern. Hê,
like wilde, avoids his i11 wife by going out and entertaining his guests, leaving his wife behind (FE zz2). Interestingly, when Fanny dies it is seen as a positive event, for,
" It] hus a carm death saved Fanny Essrer from the greatest
(z3z), the disappointment of
disappointment of her tife"
learning that her "ha1f-god" has "'earthen' feet" (Hjartarson, "Strangers" 277). It vras a disappointment that neither
Elsa nor Constance vras to be spared.
The similarities

between Reelen and wirde extend beyond

their relationships with their respective wives. Both are
minor aristocrats, a point which Greve had emphasized about
wilde (spettigue, Fpc 52). Both take extraordinary preasure
in expensive cigarettes: one of Reer.en's early gifts to Fanny is fifty "extremery fresh Greek cigarettes" (156), while
wilde insisted on smoking only the finest gold-tipped cigarettes, even in his final days (glrmann, oscar wilde s42).
The men both earn praise for their manner, especialry their
ability to work a party. Finally, both are inordinately concerned with appearances, as witnessed by wilde's aesthetic
theory, and by Ree1en's treatment of Fanny.
crearly then, Greve drew inspiration for his "portrait of
Dorian Greve" from wilde. However, even more striking is the
"portrait of Dorian Grove" (wirliams 49) which appears in rn
search of Mvsel-f, There are literarry dozens of paralrels
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which link wilde and Grove, the most obvious of which may

be

the crose rerationship between the boys and their mothers.
once again, both are born into famiries with slight craims
to aristocracy, to a physicarly strong and somewhat domineering mother and a subdued ( in the presence of the mother
at least)
father. The famiries are randowners, yet the
fathers mortgage the property to the extent that it is lost
to the sons as a source of potential income. yet, Lhroughout
their lives, the mothers continue to survive financiarry and
to surround themselves with circles of clever, artistic people. Both mothers are artists:
Lady Wilde \,ras an author,
while Grove's was a talented pianist. But whereas Lady wilde
encouraged her son's forays into the artistic worId, Grove's
mother demands that he be more practical. The end resurt was
that, although both wilde and Grove v¡ere awarded University
schorarships, wilde for oxford and Grove for "some recognized European university" (lsM 191), onry wirde ever compreted
his degree.
The two young men both attend university and share a similar success in "forming the centre of certain groups," both
finding themserves surrounded by adoring younger men (rsu

161). Ànd there are hints of homosexuality in this experience, even in the tare of the "definitery, finally heterosexual" Grove (162):
"I went through one strange experience. À young man, very slightly my senior in years, v¡as, in
certain small circres, already regarded as a coming tight.
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while at first avoiding and even discouraging my advances,
he suddenly veered around and, incredibry, subordinated himself to me. Tt is true, in pubric he acted more or less as
my mentor; but in private he professed that he was nothing,
r everything. rt vras only in the course of weeks or even
months that r began to rearize with dismay the nature of my
attraction for him. when my eyes v¡ere opened, r saw clearry
that not an inconsiderabre fraction of these new, artistic
friends of mine--many of whom have since left their mark on
France and even on the worrd--suffered from the taint of
homosexuality. The thing meant nothing to me
but it
exprained many things: the fierce jearousies, for instance,
the incessant quarrels by which r v¡as surrounded" (rsu 161).
The reference would appear Lo be to Gide, with whom, spettigue speculates, Greve attempted to begin a homosexuar
relationship in order to advance his cause within artistic
circres (rpe 126). It is an attempt outlined in Gide's "conversations with a Germanr" an attempt which failed miserably
(Spettigue, FPG 126).
rn his autobiography Grove reverses the role played in
"conversations" (ttre rores are also reversed in the rntroduction to the autobiography), perhaps out of shame for having ever attempted such a thing. For, as Elsa remarked, such
a relationship vras probabry physicalty impossible for FpG
(Hjartarson, "strangers" 279). In any event, Grove is spared
such a fate by his "purer" affair with a married h'oman.
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wilde, on the other hand, made the fatar choice of becoming
involved with a number of young men, beginning with Robert
Ross when wilde v¡as thirty-two.
Eventually his l_ove for one
of these men, Lord Àlfred Douglas, would lead to wilde's
destruction.
Another, albeit slight, connection between Grove and
wilde is their brief interest in rowing. wilde took up rowing while at oxford, but vras quickly cut from the crew for
his refusal to change his "gentlemanly and unhurried pace"
(e1Imann, oscar wilde 3B). wirde was notably unathretic, and
it is more surprising that he took up rowing at arl than
that when he did so it was for so brief a time. But Grove
prided himserf on his athletic abirity as an adult, and he
took up rowing with his mother's apparent lover, abandoning
the sport only after his mother's death, when his relationship with the man grew awkward ( rS¡,t 90, 130-1 ) .
The major link

between the tvro men lies

in their social
manners and concern with externals. Both paid extremely
close attention to their dress and accessories, surrounding
themserves with beautiful, expensive things.
Neither was
practicar, but rather spent vast sums of money untir wilde
was deepry in debt and Grove had been forced to change his
lifestyle due to the death of his father. wirde was well
known for his extravagant 1ifestyle,
and "no doubt it [was]
in his image that [rpc] dressed so eregantly and behaved so
extravagantly," according to spettigue (FpG 5g). Grove flit-
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ted from prace to place, playing the dilettante, purposely
"toyIing] with everything and masterIing] nothing--in the
practicar field" (rsu 159), much as wilde had done before
him. rt is not until the death of their respective fathers
that the young men come to see that they will have to support themselves: Grove's reaction is to serl his clothes,
hop on a train, and support himself in a variety of menial_
ways. of course this decision was rendered necessary by the
fact that he yras trapped in Àmerica with no notable job
ski11s. wilde managed to elude the more sordid aspects of
(relative) poverty by sponging off his friends, and later
living off his wife, and by lecturing and writing. rt is at
this finar point that the two lives come crosest to intersecting: both men went on successful lecturing tours in
North Àmerica, and it was during their tours that both
basked in being lionized. unfortunately for Grove this v¡as a
fleeting experience, arthough for wirde it was the beginning
of a successful career.
rn search of Mvself opens with the curiously ironic sentence that " Ii] f, in a state of prenatal existence, human
beings-to-be could deliberately choose those to whom they
wish to be born, taking into account, of course, what they
intended to do with their earthly rives, then a future rsriter like myserf courd hardly, according to outward appearanc€s, have chosen better than determining destiny did choose
for me in the matter of parents. To what extent reality bore
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out appearances is the subject of the first part of this
book." This is ironic not onry because the choice of parents
does not, in fact, prove successful, but arso because Grove
later would choose such parents in his "pre-natal stage" as
Ferix Paur Greve; this statement provides a usefur clue to
the importance of his art in reinventing his rife. For FpG
had already taken to heart wilde's injunction to "create
yourself. Be yourserf your poem" in the earlier creation of
his European persona. rn North Àmerica his creative energies
would find an even greater outret in turning his art into
his 1ife, whereas earlier his l_ife had been his art.
the lines of his "auLobiography" 1ie many hints
that Grove was using his book to create a personal space in
which he courd safery live. He uses the novel to create neh,
boundaries for his experience: castre Thurow becomes an
autonomous world in itserf. (24)--much like the rnodernist
work of art--and even new praces str i ke fami 1 iar chords,
such as when the canadian prairies remind Grove of siberia
(150). To a large degree this is because Grove's externar
landscapes are often no more than internar creations: "the
whole globe Iis] a parimpsest" he craims in his autobiography (86), and so he proceeds to write his new rife on the
canadian prairies on top of the "palimpsest" of his old life
in Europe. rn this way he is abre to maintain all of his
"selves" within his (singre) person (wilriams s2). rn other
words, there was no caslle Thurow in the life of the young
Between
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FPG, just as there may not have been any practical Search
for America. yet this does not mean that they did not
exist. They simply exist, unseen , until he is willing to
reveaL them in his imagination.
creating and overraying such randscapes in his mind,
Grove peopred them with the characters who would later
appear in his novers. Thus, "the reader of In search of
Mvself experiences a
shock [of recognition] on finding
Neil-s lr,indstedt of settlers of the Marsh] to be the resident farm inspector of the castle Thurow, and Len sterner of
The Yoke of Life to be an ord fisherman who comes to brackmail the squire's wife over a boat lost once in a novel, not
on the sound but on Lake Manitoba" (williarns s1-2). Not only
in his "autobiography" but also in his "rife" are these
characters to be found, exerting pressures on his experience: "I lived my Iife, [ebe Spaldingl his. Às I grew oIder,
he did, s1owly maturing, srowly changing, srowly shaping his
life as best he could" (ISM 261). Àlthough Grove treats Àbe
spalding as a separate entity in this sentence, Àbe, in
fact, lived onry in his mind. The imprication is that Grove
also lived peculiarry in his oern imagination, "slowly maturing, slowIy changing, slowly shaping his life as best he
could." The result is an autobiography which is not so much
a search for the self as a "quest journey
to people his
beginnings with other versions of himserf , to rnake his
'life' imitate his previous art in one grand, self-contained
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Kllnstlerroman" (T,till-iams 52) . In this book, Grove has
revised all his stories of origin, real and otherwise, in
order to be able to live purely in his art (wirl_iams 52 ) . In
other words, the methods have changed, as has the medium--it
is now art rather than life that Grove wishes to make into
his poem--but the aim has not. FpG evidently still seeks in
his writing to create himself, to be himself his own poem.

Chapter I I I
À Barthean Analysis of Frederick Phil rp Grove's Unpublished
ttÀ
Beauti fuI Soul
I

one of Grove's most revearing "autobiographicar" stories,
"À Beautiful soul," has a good dear to say about his life-

long literary relationship with oscar wilde. stirl unpublished, it exists onry as a typescript in the Grove colrection at the university of Manitoba. The story is,
unfortunatery, undated; however certain evidence points to a
date of composition no earrier than the earry-1930s and no
later than 1945. That the story could not have been written
before 1929 is crear, as it is set in ontario, while the
handwritten corrections by Grove on the typescript show that
it was compreted before his crippling stroke of 1g4s. rt
also seems likely that the story was written after FpG compreted his "autobiography"; for in that particular work FpG
is sti11 trying to make his aesthetic creation of himself
into a singler uDified whole (wirliams sz), while in this
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story he is rejecting wilde's theory as untenable. Thus,
although the story is undated, it seems rikery that this was
one of the last stories that FpG r+rote before his death in
1948

-

This chapter wirt examine "À Beautiful soul" through the
use of the Barthean method of analysis. This method involves
extreme disruption of the textr2l through the use of lexias,
or chunks of text of varying length. The result is not a
smooth re-rendering of the text in a structuralizing "expranation" of the text, but rather a choppy identification of
the codes which inform the reading of the text. Barthes v¡as
primarily interested in showing that there was no such thing
as a "natural" text, or a "natural" reading of a text
because of the "artificial
nature" of the codes which inform
every text.
This type of reading of texts is necessarily
disjointedr âs each lexia is examined in turn in order to
uncover the codes. However, the overall effect is of unity
because, after arl, there is a rimited number of codes with
which to work.
The theme of FpG's story is similar to the goal of the
Barthean analysis; in "À Beautiful- soul" FpG is demonstrat-

ing that the "nature" of his "author," Hugh Àllister, is not
"natural" but rather a self-construct. Hugh is, in fact, an
aesthete, and his social pose becomes a work of aesthetic
self-creation. The story is a curious re-vrriting of oscar
21 For greater ease in reading the text it is included
as an
appendix.
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wj.lde's novel Dorian Gray, curious not because FpG has chosen to re-Ì.rork this story--for FpG's entire life can be read
as a re-working of this story--but curious for the savagery
with which the author rejects wilde's doctrine of aesthetic
self-creation within his own story. rn his story FpG has
created a "multivalent text" r¡hich seeks to "carry out its
basic duplicity lthroughl ttre subverlsionl of the opposition
between true and false, IUy] failIing] to attribute quota_
tions
i¡vl floutIing] all respect for origin, paternity,
propriety" (Barthes 44), through the creation of an author
who is a pragiarist overtly subverting his sources, and thus
"de-authorizing" them. rn this story, plagiarism is the
ultimate form of appropriation of the "text" of another for
one's own aesthetic self-creation. But what Grove finarly
demonstrates is that it is not possible to "consume" the
life of another without becoming grossly "unnaturar" in the
process. Thus, Grove's portrait of the artist is as damning
as is wilde's portrait of Dorian Gray who kilrs off his
"author, " or of Lord Henry wotton who tries to avoid responsibility for the murder committed by his aesthetic surrogate.
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(1)"À Beautifur sour"** HER: who is this "beautiful soul
,,,
and how did s/he earn this appellation?'r syM: sour: ref ers
to the higher element found in man, that which connects him
to God ( ie , the spi r i tual aspects of man ) .
beauti ful:
implies possession of a trait which is better or more
attractive than the norm. So a "beautiful soul" implies
that the possessor of said soul is separated from common men
by his/her spirituality.
(2) "when Hugh

Allister's wife clare was taken to that
exclusive nursing home at Mt. Brisco"** Acr: wife enters
nursing home.* HER: a. why is she there? b. who are Hugh
and CIare ÀlIister?* SyM: Clare:
means bright or clear,
while Huqh: means inspiration or spirit. Thus HER: ansrders
1: Hugh is probably the beautiful souI.* cul,: a. exclusive:
indicates expense, and therefore wearth on the part of the
Allisters.
b. nursinq home: is a prace where peopre go to
be treated for a medicar probrem which is not serious enough
to warrant hospitarizatíon.* sEM: clare is identified by her
relationship to a man; in this case her husband.
(3)"with his friends, both mare and female, saying under
their breath that there was not a ghost of a chance of her
ever coming out again,"** HER: a. where are clare's friends?
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b' how long wirl she be in the nursing home? c. what is
wrong with clare?* syM: qhost: an essence which does not
existi clare wirl not leave the nursing home.* cul: gossip:
one person's tragedy is another person's entertainment.
spoken quietry so that Hugh won't hear.:t sEM: Hugh is
extremely popurar, with both sexes, whereas crare is not.
Already Clare is being identified as an absence.
(4) "everybody

pitied him most sincerely.,'*,r HER: a. why
is Hugh, and not crare, the object of pity?* sEM: Hugh fosters strong loyalties, but clare does not, and thus is given
little sympathy when she farls i11.* syM: clare has done
something to alienate her husband's friends.
(5)"For, whatever you might think of crare, she had at
least been a moder hostess in his ever hospitabre house.,,,k,k
HER: a. what are we to think of clare? b. what has crare
done? c. what type of marriage is this?* syM: moder: not
the real thing, but a representation of the real thing.
cl-are was praying a rore in her marriage to Hugh.* cul.: marriage in which the male is master (ie, owns the house and
everything in it) and wife is servant (ie, his hostess versus his partner). These are the traditionar social roles of
the upper crass, of which the wealt.hy Àllisters would most
like1y be a part.¡r sEM: clare is unpopurar in her social
group, and seems to have no intimate friends. she is therefore possibly either cold or unfriendly or both.
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(6)"For a guarter of a century Hugh had been the social
and literary l-ion"*'r HER: what has Hugh done to earn this
rore?* syM: lion:
is the king of the beasts, indicating
that Hugh occupies the highest position his social group has
to of f er.'t cul,: Hugh is a good person to know in this social
circle.¡' sEM: Hugh is a middle-aged artist who has achieved
recognition for his work.
(7)

"of materialistic Arbala, that industrial center of
the steer and implement trade of ontario."** syM: materialistic:
the real lion/king in this society is money, and
Hugh is an artistic shierd of this truth.* cul.:
the imprication is that the money earned by the sociar erite of this
city comes from manufacturing; such wealth is "dirty,, and
the inheritors desire to mask the origins of their wearth
behind a shield of culture.* sEM: thus the social and financiar elite of this city will be extremely snobbish toward
others, especially others who don't observe social niceties.
(8)

"rn lionizing Hugh, the prutocratic upper circres of
society in the city had felt that they were paying due homage to achievement in the realm of letters."** syM: prutocratic: supports syM 7, money is king to these people. They
even pay Hugh, wiLh homage.

A society of shopkeepers.* CUL:
in society only the erite are counted, and they create a
closed sociar group (circre) to maintain this situation.
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(9)"Ever since his first two books had found that amazing
echo in the nritish Isres and throughout Europe, they had
looked upon him as the man who refuted the charge of canada's intellectual and artistic sterility. "** HER: a. how
many books has Hugh written? b. why were these books so popurar with Europeans?* cul: North Americans regard Europe as
the cultural centre of the world, and canada is seen as a
cultural backwater. Therefore, for canadian literature to
be regarded as varid it must become popurar in Europe. In
achieving this Hugh wilr have simultaneously gained respect
in his own country.* SEM:
Hugh is an internationally
respected author, and presumably this means that he is tarented.

"The lionizing

capacity of Àmerican society is proverbiar."** sYM: Hugh may not have deserved all of the fame
he has received.* cul: we need heroes so much that we do not
hesitate to create some where there are none.* sEM: society
is not necessarily serective in whom it worships; this
implies a lack of depth in character assessments.
( 1 0)

(11)"ln

Allister's case it was assisted by the fact
that he was werl-born, well-bred, and immensely rich.
Even
in England his beautiful manners had been admired;"** SyM:
manners are so perfect that they separate him from other
men. rmplies an ability to assess a situation before reacting to it.x cul,: it is easier to respect a man who is your
equar or superior; Hugh's birth sets him above most men, and
Hugh
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his traini ng above the rest.* SEM:
soc ial e1 i te.

Hugh

was born into the

"and whenever, after the pubrication of his first
book, he had gone to Europe, he had been greeted there as
(12)

the outstanding representative of Àmerican art in riterature. "'t* HER: how of ten did Hugh travel- to Europe, and why?'r
sYM: universarizes Hugh's achievement (american versus canadian) and interLectuarizes it (art rather than fiction).*
cul: Hugh has reached highest lever of intellectual success--recognition in Europe.'r sEM: Hugh seems to enjoy traveIing, especially to Europe.
(13)"The present disaster had made him something worse
than a widower."** HER: a. why is this an especialry awkward

situation? b. To whom is the situation a disaster, Hugh or
crare?* cul:
Hugh is neither married nor single, but is
caught in marital limbo (answers HER 13.a). This is an awkward social situation.
"Had crare died instead of becoming mentarly deranged, "*:t HER: answers 2.a: crare has had a mental breakdown.* cul,: insanity is a form of sociar death; clare no
longer counts in her social group.:r SyM: Clare is a non-entity in the story because she is insane.
( 14 )

(15)"there were many, young girls as well as fulr-brown
divorcees and widows, who would have jumped at the chance of
comf orLing this
'beautif ul soul ' "rrrr HER: a. will another
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"comfort" Hugh? b. why is Hugh considered a "beautifur soul"?* syM: comfort: contains sexual overtones; Hugh
courd have sex with a number of women if he wanted to.í, cul:
Hugh's qualities make him a "good catch" for a woman, and
many are sexually attracted to him/his position. Notion that
a vroman gains socialJ_y by whom she sleeps with.
woman

(I6)"--though,

when he was spoken

of in that strain, the
French or German language vras commonry used--they carled him
une belle âme or eine schoene seele.,, ** syM: strain:
impries stress: is it a stress to one's credibility
to
accept that Hugh is spirituarly superior to other people?,t
cul,: continentar European ranguages are privileged over our
own. Thus, to use them reflects upon the user, separating
the educated from the uneducated.* sEM: Hugh is not only
popular, he is arso a popular subject of conversation. This
robs him of a private Iife.
(17)"Ànd, besides being the great cerebrity of Àrbara,
Hugh was distinctly the 'handsome man'."** SyM: handsome:
versus beautiful: a distinction is being made between physical (and readily varidated) attributes, and the more vague
spirituar ones.* cul.: Hugh has alr the characteristics of a
good catch--1ooks, money, respect, social position...* sEM:
Hugh is physically attractive.
(18)"It is truer"*:t SyM: what is truth?
Oscar wilde
would say that truth is that "whose contradictory is arso
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true" (Intentions 269) , while Grove says elsewhere that
"Truth is that which at any given stage of knowredge we cannot successfully contradict" ("Rebels" 74). These two statements suggest the sort of hidden code which calls the nature
of Lruth into doubt.
"that, long before the catastrophe happened, there
had been occasional disturbing rumours. very soon after
their marriage it had been said that Hugh and clare were not
' gett i ng on ' . ":k*HER :
What is wrong with their relationship?:t sYM: a. catastrophe: implies that clare's breakdown
will have long-lasting and far-reaching effects. Àrso, this
is the term which Greve applied to oscar wilde's trial and
imprisonment (spettigue, FpG 1 1 6) . b.
rumours: are disturbing because they read to ttre questioning of Hugh's qualities.* cul,: at the time divorce was not a valid option, and
bad marriages v¡ere a risk of Iife.
(

1

9)

(20)"she had brought him plenty of moneyi but money is

not everything: and besides, Hugh did not need it."*,r syM:
marriage was a financial transaction,
but clare turned out
to be a bad bargain.'t cul,: money is only not everything when
you have plenty of it.'k sEM: crare is identified through
relationship with a man: specificarly,
the money she
brought to her husband with marriage.
)"once, a year or so after the marriage, cÌare reft
him for nearly a year, returning to her parents at roron(21
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to. "'k* Àcr: wif e abandons husband 1.* HER: why did crare
leave her husband, and then return?* SyM: first year is the
period known as the honeymoon; if this time is unhappy then

the marriage will probably be unhappy.r. CUL: if a wife
deserts her husband it implies that he was a difficult man
to live with: casts a bad right on Hugh.:r sEM: clare seems
to be in control of her rifer flêking decisions on her ovrn.
Hugh doesn't seem to be perfect after all--he is a poor husband.

(22)"T]ne rumours which tried to

account for this absence
had, however, been stoutly contradicted by Hugh;"** HER: a.
v¡hy does he def end his wif e's actions? b. what vrere some of
these rumours?'t SyM: a. absence:
Clare is an absence

throughout the story, made overt here. b. stoutlv: Hugh is
passing himsel-f off as the loyar husband, the victim in this

unfortunate situation.
crare becomes the "bad guy." (rtris
answers HER 22.a: Hugh is casting blame on clare. )* cul:
appears to be a simple case of a husband trying to make the
best of a bad situation.* sEM: Hugh knows how to manipulate
publ ic opinion.
"and when crare had returned to Àrbara and observed a
dead sirence with regard to her stay in Toronto, they gradu( 23 )

a]ly died avrayr":t* syM: a.
dead silence:
is a deadry
silence; it not only kirls the rumours, but also through it
clare condemns herserf to public opinion formed without her
side of the story, kirring her sociar reputation. b.
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observed: a society in which everything is observed, and
judgefl. 't sEM: clare does not have close f riends to whom she
can confide. She is probably 1oneIy.
(24)"at least in the circles in which Hugh moved. Hugh
had borne it all so beautif u1ly. "** HER: I^lhere does Clare
fit in socialry?* syM: beautifurlv: implies spirituar, the
area in which Hugh excel-s. Reminds the reader of the title,
"A Beautiful soul-", answering (in part) 1: Hugh earns the
title through his behavior.
(25)"Even when, after

another year, clare went off to
Europe without her husband, he treated her desertion as the
most naturar thing in the worrd. "*'h Àcr: a. desertion of
wif e 2. b. clare journeys to Europe.:r HER: what does crare

do in Europe?* syM: desertion:
"victim" is in this situation.

carls attention to who the

(26)"why shourd a wife be bound by her husband's domesticity?"*'t HER: a f alse enigma, Hugh is not a domestic per-

son, in fact, lexias 11 and 12 make it clear that the opposite is true.¡t syM: again, Hugh is being cast in the right
of the victim.* cul: social norms are being transgressed;
wife shourd be the domestic partner, husband ought to be the
rover.:k SEM: Hugh is quite capable of lying when it is to
his benefit to do so.
(27)"9¡.u,

at the time, he had unexpectedry come upon a
group of men who were discussing clare."** cul: very awkward
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situation. * SYM: once: only happens one time, but once is
enough to get the me ssage ac ross .
(28) "Nobody

had noticed his approach."*'t SyM:
sneaked up on the group--sneaky 1 ittle bastard.* SEM:
is not to be trusted.

Hugh
Hugh

(29)"somebody had just remarked that

a friend of his had
seen clare at the op6ra comique in paris in the company of a
strange young man,"** HER: ansv¡ers 25: crare has gone to
Europe to enjoy herself .r' syM: language of gossip: the story
is full of holes. cannot be verified.* cul: according to
this report clare has again transgressed the raws of sociar
behavior twice; not onry is she cheating on her husband, but
she is doing so vrith a man from outside of their sociar circle (a stranqer). * sEM: clare must be physicarly attractive for this story to be accepted as true.
"a f oreigner, "r'* sYM: a. man outside of their social
group--was a double transgression, this triples it.
b. a
foreign (French) lover impries passion, which muttiplies the
magnitude of the scandal still further.
( 30 )

(31)"with

she had conversed on terms of evident
intimacy."** sYM: a. language of gossip, vague, contains
littIe verifiable data (ie, great potential that it is not
true). b. intimacv: contains sexuar implications. c. conversed: probabry spoke in French, the "ranguage of love,"
further implying that this is a sexual relationship.* cuL:
whom
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clare will be punished for breaking social rures of conduct
(married women don't behave as she is said to have behaved).
(32)"uugh had stepped forward and smiled at the consternation betrayed on half a dozen f aces . "'r'k ACT : Hugh phys i -

cal.Iy confronts six men who are gossiping about his wife.*
HER: a. which is more distressing +.o the meni CIare's behav_
ior or Hugh's? b. what or who is being betrayed here?* syM
a. betraved: something or someone is being betrayed here,
and as cl-are is the topic of conversation it is probabry
her. b. consternation: implies sudden dismay: these men
are embarrassed at being caught gossiping about clare by
Hugh. c. smile: indicates that Hugh is enjoying what he is
doing.* sEM: Hugh is in power here, we wirr learn much about
him by his next actions.
(33)"'The young man in questionr'he had said, 'is a very
dear friend whom r have urgentry asked, being myself unavoidably detained on this side of the Àtrantic, to take crare
in toÌ.¡. "** AcT: Hugh verbally conf ronts six men who are gossiping about his wife.* HER: answers 32.b: clare is being
betrayed here by her husband. 't syM: manipuration of ranguage; says one thing but impries another. By "defending"
crare he reinforces the belief that she is guilty of having
an affair.

(34)"this statement, gentlemen, should remove alL of your
dif f iculties, ' It had done so; ",t* ACT: verbal conf rontation
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l.* sYM: statement clears the way for an unpleasant portrait of Clare.* CUL: use of the term gentlemen reminds the
group of social rules and obligations. Àlso points out who
the real gentleman is: real gentlemen don't gossip.* SEM:
Hugh knows how to manipurate his audience with carefulry
chosen words.

(35)"for,

as one of the half dozen had remarked later,
'if a married man knows about his wife's escapades and
chooses to connive at them, it is entirely his own
affair.'"** HER: reinforces 32.b: clare has been betrayed
by Hugh. But is crare in fact having an affair?* syM: a.
connive: implies a conspiracy; in fact Hugh is conspiring
not with but against crare. b. affair:
reminds the reader
of the sexual nature of crare's "escapades. "* cul.: the
"wronged husband" is defended by his peers; men stick
together in unpleasant situations.
(36)"rhe embarrassing incident had redounded entirery to
the credit of Hugh's angelic disposition. ",r* HER: answers
15.a: Hugh is a beautiful soul in part because of his angelic disposition.'t syM: a. embarrassinq: because they were
caught, but Hugh benefited by not embarrassing them further.
b. credit: a reminder of the monetary nature of the society; Hugh is paid by his supporters.
(37)"on another occasion, it is true, when clare's misbehavior, as it vras calledr wâs again discussed among fiìen, ",k*
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sYM: gossip about clare not stopped by her husband's intervention.* HER: where are the women's voices in this story?:t
cul,: men discuss the bad vloman among themselves--acts as a
warning to other vromen not to folrow clare's example.
"one of them, older than the rest, "*,t SyM: man isolated by his age.* cul,: the generation gap 1: difference of
( 38 )

opinion between the old and the young.
(3e) "gave

it as his opinion thal Hugh, 'if he v¡ere a
mant,
wourd first
horsewhip the other ferlow and then
divorce hi s wi fe. "** SyM: words to l ive by--at least thi s
way the truth would be revealed about both Hugh and clare.,r
CUL:
older generation lived in a stricter society with
harsher forms of punishment.
(40)"gut the younger members of the group had laughed him
out of court as an old fogey:"*,t SYM: in this society people
are "tried" in a gossip court.* CUL: generation gap 2i the
older generation is out of touch with current thought, their
opinions are no longer viewed as val id.
(4'1 ) "'such

things aren'L done any ronger these days. ,,,*,k
HER: what are the nev¡ forms of punishment?* CUL: generation
gap 3: new vrays have replaced the old.
(4z)"There had come a time, and it had rasted furly a
decade, when Hugh's patience and forbearance had justified
themselves. "'k* HER: what changes took place?x SyM:

iusti_
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fied:

just=raw.

crare plays by the rules for a decade
(answers HER) .'t cul,: to operate in soc iety one must play by
the ru1es, or else you are made an outcast.
(+3) "apparently

furly reconcired to her marriage, clare
had given in and, to arl appearances, had suddenly become a
model wife to Hugh."** syM: a. this is the second stage of
the marriage. b. moder: see syM 5: clare playing a role.
c. implication that there was something about the marriage
which clare did not expect, and it took her some time to
re-adjust her goals/desires.* cul,: crare becomes the good
wife; now she can enter society.* SEM: Clare can play the
game as well as anyone else.
(44)"she had stayed at home, had, þIith dignity and even
brilliance, presided at his many social functionsr"** sEM:

brilliance:
"crare-ity": crare now fits in perfectly.* cul,:
the attributes of a good wife in this social group.
(45)

"and never given even the sl ightest occasion for
scandal or gossip. Many members of the present ieunesse
-t
doree
had never know her otherwise."** SYM: a.
ieunesse
dorée: implies a group twice bressed--by both youth and

wealth. b.
otherwise: crare changed, otherwise they
wourdn't have known her at alr.* cul,: clare active member of
society because she prays by the rules now. But, generation
gap 4: difference between what the younger group sees and
what the order group remembers. rn this case the older
group is privileged.
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(46)"One or

two shrewd observers of the older generationr"'t* CUL: generation gap 5: older generation is privileged by memory. These people are more difficult
to fool
because they remember crare before she was a "good wi f e.

it is true r "**
of truth.
(

47 ) "

SyM:

see

'18

tt

: quest ion of the nature

(48)"had thought they detected a srightry ironicai- intonation in her expressions of soricitude for Hugh's comfort
and werf are. "*'k syM: a.
ironic : requires a doubre audi-

ence, one which merely sees and one which also perceives. b.
expressions: robs her words of meaning, by implying that
they are merely words. clare using words to manipulate pub-

1ic opinion, as

Hugh has done.

(49)"Thus Hugh vlas subject to excruciating headaches on
the day after a dinner party proronged into the smarl hours

of the nighti andr"** cul,: headaches from overindulgence,
indicates that these parties are both long and l_uxurious. Àn
indication of great wearth that the Arristers have both the
time and money for such parties.* sEM: Hugh's health is
poor.

(50)"to most, it was touching to see"** cul.: generation
gap 6: differentiates between those who see (younger) and
those who perceive (older, privileged).
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(51) "how Clare watched

over him and insisted on his
retirin g at what she called a reasonable hour."** SyM: CIare
is taki ng over the reins of power 1: Hugh is being forced to
ret i re by his wife.* CUL: a. example of how a good wife
takes care of her husband. b. wealth al1ows the Àl_listers to
set hours differently than others; what exactly does Clare
consider to be a reasonable hour ?
(52)"when the group to which the Àllisters

belonged went

for an outing, long strings of exquisite motor cars threading on the newry paved high-ways of the province"** syM: a.
image of sewing; ie, the mending of clare's social position
and of the Arlister's frayed marriage. b. first time Hugh
and crare are rabered as a married couple, the Àrristers-indicates the extent of clare's new-found sociar position.
c. terms such as motor car and newly paved high-ways serve
to date the story in the earry decades of this century.:t
cul: the Àrlisters are part of a wealthy group; this is
indicated by their possessions and abundance of leisure
t ime.

(53)"she saw to it , often in the face of his protests,"**
SYM: C1are is taki ng over as the dominant force in this
marriage 2. But he is not giving in easily: this is a battle

for power.
(54)

"that the footman"** cul,: a. indication of ext reme
wealth: a footman is a fairly extravagant type of servant,
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his duties are 1ight, indicating that there is more than the
one servant. b. an archaic term: there are few f ootmen novJ ,
this helps to date the story.
(55)"put overcoats and rugs in the car, so thatr on the
return trip in the chirl of the night, he would not catch a
cold. "** sYM: story takes prace before cars had heating systems; early days of cars.:k cul,: crare is a good wife, taking
care of Hugh's delicate hearth: very socially acceptabre.
(56)"she treated him 1ike a child entrusted to her care
and made an excellent mother. "'r* syM: clare has seized the

reins of power in this marriage 3.* cul,: it is more acceptable for a wife to baby her husband than for a wife to abandon her husband.
(57)"But even through this ratter decade the marriage had
remained sterile."** sEM: a.
latter:
rast: this will be
the last period of potential sexual contact between husband
and wife. b. sterile:
this marriage is sterile in severar
ways: they produce no children, and they produce no love
e i ther .'k cul,: marr iages shourd produce chi ldren
; thi s one i s
a failure because it does not do so.

, in the fort ieth year of crare' s l i fe , the
catastrophe came"'r* HER: what is the nature of this catastrophe?* cul.: forty years is the end of the child-bearing
period (or at least end of the safe child-bearing period):
clare is now without any biorogicar value.* syM: catastro( 58 )

"when
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phe:

indicates that there will
sions arising out of this event.

be

long-lasting repercus-

(59)"andr oñ an excursion to Niagara Fal1s, she made an
exhibition of herserf , it was quite unexpected. ",t,t Àcr:
clare's breakdown. * syM: Niaqara Farls:
a honeymoon
resort, underlining the fact that iheirs was an unhappy marriage.* cul.: breech of proprietyj crare went to see an exhibition, not become one. Unexpected: because CIare had
played the game well for ten years.
"Hugh acted promptly;

"** ACT: Hugh reacts to breakdown 'l .* SyM: promptly: i ndicates that perhaps her breakdown was not so unexpected, not by Hugh anyway.?k SEM: part
of Hugh's beautiful manners includes being prepared for any
( 60 )

emer9ency.

(61)"he carted in the most prominent arienists and, with

tragic face, accepted their verdict that a temporary confinement in a nursing home was indispensabre."** Àcr: Hugh
reacts to breakdown 2. clare conf ined.'t syM: a. verdict :
returning to legaI language, last used when alluding to
CIare's presumably sexual exploits in Europe.
This indicates that her breakdown was sexuarly motivated. b. arienists:
an archaic term for someone who cares for--rather
than treats--the insane. Àrso, Hugh is seeking to "al_ienate" cLare from her world. c. traqic face: ie, a mask.
Hugh is playing a part in Clare's drama. d
indispensable:
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cannot be put aside: which is

exactry what is happening to
crare.'t cul,: all of the proper forms are carried out to make
sure that clare receives the care she is thought to need.*
SEM: Hugh knows how to act in any given situation.
(62)

"His male f riends h¡ere appalledi the rr'omen vied with
each other to make him f orget his loss. "*,k Acr: social reaction to crare's breakdown.* HER: which, if âDyr woman wirl
take clare's place? 2¡, syM: men and women react dif f erentry
to newsl they react in such a way that it becomes clear that
Hugh is popular with both sexes, but crare is severely disliked by her own.* cul,: r.¡omen are cruer when another woman
is in trouble.

(63)"rr"** syM: the continuity of the story has been broken, indicating that the story will change in focus.* HER:
what will the focus of this section be?
(64)"tt was a week after clare had been taken away, and
Hugh was sitting in his surnptuously furnished study and pondering over a l-etter that had just arrived f rom cÌare. ,,**
Acr: Hugh's reaction to breakdown 3: re-estabrishing contact.* HER: a. how will Hugh react to this letter? b. what
did clare write?¡, syM: a.
studv: a mare/rational room,
probably without any reminders of clare.
The room in which
he writes. b. ponder: implies heaviness; Hugh will treat
C1are heavy-handedly. 't CUL: di f f iculty of knowing how to
react to a tragedy, reguires thought.
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(65)"He was bowed under a sense of tremendous responsibility.
The retter vlas a piteous appeal of crare's.,,** HER:
answer 64.b: clare wrote an appeat to Hugh. How will

Hugh

react to this letter? 2* syM: apÞear: crare is now the
weaker member of the couple, Hugh is strong.rr CUL: the
rerationship between husband and wife has been complicated
by crare's insanity: Hugh is now doubly responsibre for her.
(66)"she beggedr yes, implored him to take her away: only
he could do it.
He knew, she said, that she vras perf ectry

"'t* HER: a. is clare sane? b. what exactly is Hugh's
rol-e in clare's sudden conf inement?'r syM: a. sanity:
the
issue is what constitutes sanity: who is the insane character, Hugh, crare, or the society that determines the nature
of sanity? b. beqged: crare has been reduced to the role
of a beggar, seeking crumbs of charity from peopre who were
once her peers.rr cul,: Hugh is now doubry powerful: he is
ma1e, and he is deemed "sane" by his society.
on the other
hand crare has been ruined: femare and insane, she is left
without any control over her body whatsoever.
sane.

(67)"Nobody erse courd possibly know how justifiabre had
been that outbreak of hers."*,r HER: how are her actions jus-

tifiable?* sYM: a. iustifiable:
again J-egar ranguage
enters the story, but as the law court is Lhe gossip court
clare's appeal is doomed arready. b. nobodv erse: crare is
reminding Hugh and the reader of the secret knowredge which
exists between husband and wife. c. outbreak: clare has
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been repressed for ten years:

sion is the source of

in this relationship repres-

power.

(68)"rf he would make himserf responsible for her further
good behavior,"** HER: will Hugh help clare?* syM: Hugh has
been the reason for clare's ten years of sociarly acceptable
behavior. she is offering Hugh the chance to be the power
broker in their marriage.* cul,: tromen must submit to the
rules established by (maIe)society.
"or. Davidson, the superintendent, had said, they
would Iet her go. 'r** SyM: she is being held against her
wiII, and is aï¡are who gives orders to the jail-or (ie:
Hugh) . 't CUL: doctors are the rule-makers of our society.
(

69)

(70)"she wourd give him her soremn promise that never
wourd she ret herserf go as she had done on that deplorabre
occasion."** HER: answers 58: catastrophe lies in cl_are's
dropping of the mask she has worn for ten years. she has
shown emotions.x SyM: a.

solemn: has religious overtones:
a solemn promise is one made to God, thus Hugh is God. b.
deplorable:
indicates scandal, which implies a moral
offence: the breakout was probabry sexual in nature.* cul,:
language of repentance: someone has done wrong, and is humbly asking "God" for forgiveness.
)she wourd honestly calr him, yes, consider him, her
benefactor. or, if that were more to his taste, he might
assign her a place of residence, in canada or abroad,"**
( 7'1
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HER: will Clare get out of the nursing home?* SyM: a. benefactor: CIare is begging Hugh to show her some charity:
she has nothing tef t, not even self-respect.
b. taste:
appealing to Hugh's aesthetic code of the mask; she is r+ilIing to ptay by the rules again. assiqn: setting up Hugh as
the assigner, the sign-giver, "God." clare is appealing to
Hugh's €9or hoping that he fancies himself to be God, and
will use his power to grant her her freedom.
(72)"and she wourd promise to stay within the territory
defined by hirn; she would never trouble him again; nobody in
Àrbala need even know that she h'as no longer confined;"**
sYM: a breathless character to this sentencer âs if she is
tripping over her words. she is anxious, for she knows that
her case is hopeless. Ànswers 71: ño, she wirl not leave the
nursing home, and she knows it.
(73)"she would never give a sign of life to any common
friend or acguaintance. she asked for nothing but the permission to live out her life"*'k syM: a. they no longer have

friends, for crare "died" socially when she was
declared insane. so she is no threat to Hugh in his area
(see the third lexia; from the moment of her confinement
Clare has been a nonentity).
any

common

(74)"in that comparative freedom which wourd permit her
to move about, within rimits defined by him, unhampered and
unobserved. "** syM: the freedom which crare is proposing is
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no different from what she has at the nursing home. Therefore she is not to be trusted; if allowed out of the home

there is no guarantee that she wirl abide by the stated conditions. For Hugh, it is better to do nothing.
(75)"Hugh read and reread the letter;
and for hours he
pondered over it.
while engaged in his meditations, he refused to

see callers;"**

HER: how long does this process
take?* sYM: a. meditations: religious connotations; Hugh
is engaged in thought about himself. (77), thus he is making
himself God. b. engased: Ianguage of 1avr: refers to past
commitments. Hugh is detayed by the consideration of al_l
that is involved in his decision. c. callers:
he is
sought, petitioned, by others; the "sign-giver" is an
acknowledged legislator in his world.* CUL: he ponders:
because this is a serious decision, takes careful thought.
Hugh is being presented as a man making a difficurt decision.

(76)"he had a lunch brought up to his study, declining to
descend to the dining room."** HER: how well does Hugh eat?*
SYM: a.
lunch:
the fact that Hugh orders lunch implies

that he is hungry. yet as a man previousry diagnosed as
being of poor hearth (49), if he were truly upset he should
have no appetite.
Therefore it is clear that Hugh is not
really upset, rather he is playing the role of an upset man.
b. decl ininq:
Hugh is declining to deal r,¡ith the real
issue at hand, clare, spending his time instead eating and
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in thought about himself.* CUL: declininq: declining to descend implies his superior status, and hi s refusal
to "1ov¡er" himself for anyoner pârLicu1arly his w ife.
He
can also pay people to take care of him.* SEM:
Hugh is
shown here as a man playing a part, and playing it we11. He
knows all of the right things to do, and he plays the part
well, but the fact that he eats while reading thi s piteous
letter indicates that he is devoid of emotions.
engaged

(77)

"He reviewed his whole lif e"*,t ACT: turning,
in
thought, from crare to himself.* HER: a. how ord is Hugh?
review of rife impries that his age is great. b. what are we
going to learn about Hugh?* cul: confessional mode of writing: we have certain expectations that review of one's life
will give the reader insight into the character of the
revier.rer. rn turn, this impries that the issue at hand,
clare's sanity, is f ar f rom simpre.:r sEM: Hugh is essentialIy self-centered, thus placing clare's situation in a nelr
light, for Hugh may have something to hide.
career had been a surprise to himself . "*,k HER:
answers 77.b2 we will rearn about Hugh's riterary career.
Raises issue: why was his career a surprise?'r CUL: as an
extremely wealthy man Hugh did not need to work; v¡hy did he?
(

78 ) "His

(79)"when, nearly thirty years â9or he had been in Holland, he had, at a bookstall in Amsterdam, picked up an ord
frayed volume and casually glanced at it."*'r Acr: finds book
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1: skims contents.* HER: what is the significance of this
book?* sYM: a.
thirty is a mystical number, usuarly a time
of change. b. Àmsterdam is a (trading) port city, a prace
where unique items might be f ound. Al-so in Europe, aJ_ready
established as intellectual mecca of this story.* CUL: the
book is either old and beloved (frayed from many readings)
or old and forgettabre ( for sale versus in a prace of honour). b. casual qrance: indicates that the book is probably a "buried treasure" accidently discovered.
(80)"rt had been a novel written by a forgotten author
and dealing with the peculiar case of a marriage between two
intellectuarly harmonious but temperamentarry opposed personarities which ended in estrangement and urtimate disaster. "r,'t Àcr: f inds book 2: describes book.* HER: a. is this
plot synopsis a clue to the Àrlister's or.¡n marriage? b. why
has this author been forgotten? c. who is the author?* syM:
a. the description of the marriage within the novel foreshadows the difficulties
which the Àlristers wirr experience. intellectuallv harmonious: both clare and Hugh are
capabre of creating social masks, but temoeramentalrv
opposed: clare does not wish to live that wêyr although
Hugh does. b.
ultimate: indicates final stage; which is
where Hugh's story is slowly headed. c.
estranqement: to
turn away emotionarly; what has happened in the Allister's
marriage.* cul,: the problem with marriage is that matches
which work well outside of marriage often do not work well
as marriages. A common story.
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(81)"He had bought the book and convinced himself that it
was psychologically sound and that

it anticipated much of
the modern criticisms of the institution of marriage."**
ACT: finds book 3: evaluates i t.* HER: why must he convince
himself of the merits of this book?/ what is vrrong with the
book?'tSeU: Hugh fancies himsel f to be a literary critic.
(82)"He had made enquiries about the author who had been
dead for fifty years or ronger."** Àcr: finds book 4a tries

to f ind the author.,t HER: a. what did Hugh learn about the
dead author? b. $rhy does he feer the need to find out about
this author, who wasn't very good?* syM: fifty years is two
generations; plenty of time to obscure the works of a good
author, and to render an undistinguished author compretely
invisible.* sEM: Hugh is secretive, and his motives are
unc

Iear

.

(83)"The book had interested him profoundly, partry for
the reason that, in conjunction with amazing psychorogical

insight"** HER: one reason for interest risted, what are
others?'t syM: his interest is profound, which hints at a
subtexL; what motivates such interest?* cuL: in the early
2Oth century psychology was a common riterary theme.
(84)

"it exhibited an almost childish inability to 'put
the thing over' . He h'as sorely tempted to rewrite the story. "** HER: answers 83 : book is poorly written. WilI he
rewrite the story, and r+ith what consequences?* SyM: a.
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chi ldi sh :

is a derogatory term here, especially when compared to the praise of 83. It reduces the author's achievement to almost nothing. b.
exhibited:
a word connected
with clare's breakdown (exhibition). Linking of tv¡o f ailures, two moments when Hugh has a chance to seize power. c.
sorelv tempted:

Hugh is making a moral choice

here.

d.

rewrite: to rewrite a nover is to displace the author; Hugh
¡+i11 seize power through rewriting this unnamed author's
novel-.* cul,: Hugh has justified his rewriting of the story
by indicating that the author rì'as an artistic failure--an
aesthetic justification.¡,sEM: Hugh is evidently wirdean in
his aesthetic outlook, elevating styre over substance.
85 ) "At

the t irne he had been strangely di si llusioned
about himself . "'t* HER: a. why i s he disillusioned, and why
is this odd or inappropriate (strange)?* syM: a. stranse:
implies an unusuar state. b. disillusioned: implies that
he is freed from false images of himself. In other words,
Hugh sees himself as he rearry is.* cuL: too much selfknowledge is a frightening thing.
(

(86)"He had never done anything to attract the attentions
of any large or smalt circle of his fellow man."** CUL:

attracting the attention of others is success in this
world.* sYM: circle/felIow:
would refer to a sociar group
made up of Hugh's peers; Hugh wants to be recognized as of a
group and yet above the same group (better than the rest).,r
sEM: Hugh's wealth does not satisfy his egoistic needs, it
provides him r+ith status, but not with f ame.
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(87)"Yet, to do sor had been his devouring ambition. His
wealth was inheritedr but"'t't HER: who, or what, wirr be devoured by this ambition?* SyM: a.
devourins: a negative
term; his ambition is a destructive force. Àt the momenL it
is directed inward but if directed outwardry (ie, toward
this novel) it will eat anything that gets in its way. b.
but: this is an attempt to undermine the importance of his
father in Hugh's life. He wants to ovre nothing to anyone,
including gratitude or arlegiance (doesn't bode werr for
crare)* cul,: this is the story of the aesthete who wishes
to create him/herserf out of nothing. Hugh wirl folrow
wilde's injunction to "create yourserf. Be yourself your
poem.

tt

(88)"in order to excel in some way he would have gradly
set out to double or trebre his inheritance. He knew only
too welr that he lacked the gift."** HER: how does he know
that he lacks talent in business, has he tried and failed?*
sYM: a. the reaf god in this world is fame, which is best
achieved through art. b. excef: paralrers his devouring
ambitioni he won't accept being as good as others, he must
be better. c. qift:
Hugh will accept the book as a gift,
just as he accepted his father's money as a gift. But, ât
the same time, racking the creative "giftr" he r¿irl use his
styre to improve on the gift,
just as he hopes to increase
his inheritance through publishing this book.* sEM: Hugh is
not a businessman in the "Trumpian" sense of the word; he
cannot make money out of money.
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(89)"tn art or literature he knew himself to be a mere
dilettante yet fame in either field would have satisfied his
cravings. The trouble h'as that he had no ideas. "** HER:
answers 84: yês, he will rewrite this book.* syM: a.
cravinqs: appetite, a reminder of the devouríng nature of his
aesthetic arnbition. b. no ideas: the opposite probrem of
the Dutch book which has the ideas but cannot express them.
c. dilettante: a French word--privileged language--imprying amateurism.* CUL:
Hugh is a rich boy seeking an easy
access to fame. Because he is rich he wirr probably succeed
(a "golden boy").* sEM: rear probrem is a rack of depth:
Hugh is all style and no substance.
(90)"Àt last he did rewrite the book and, thinking it
good, began to consider pubrication."** HER: ansr.¡ers g4: he
has rewritten the book, and 87: the unnamed author is the
first victim of Hugh's ambition.* Àcr: finds the book 5:
revrr i tes the book . * SyM: a .
consider: studied casualness,
hides the importance of what he is about to do.
b.
rewrite: stole another's book, and made it his own. Breaks
many laws, moral and legar.* cul,: this is plagiarism, a
crime. Affects our impression of Hugh, he becomes unsavory.*
sEM: emphasizes that Hugh is an aesthete, elevating style
over substance, and raising himself above the original
author.

(91)"For a long while he never thought of. anything but
the necessity of acknowledging his debt to the defunct

B8

author .

But another year went by and" *,k HER: a. how long ,
exactly, is "a long while"? b. what causes Hugh to change
his mind?* syM: a. debL: if Hugh credits the originar

author he will be in his "debt": he will no ronger be a
serf-made man, but a man dependent on the patrimony of
another. b. defunct: "having ceased to exist": once Hugh
rev¡rites the nover the originar author wirl be rendered
defunct.* cul,: passing of time wears avlay the edges of emotion. Hugh planned to do the right thing--give credit where
credit is due--but with the passing of time his ambition
devours his good intentions (survivar of the strongest).*
sEM: Hugh is dangerous because he will do anything to satisfy his ego; anything, that is, that he can get alray with.
(92)"he read his manuscript to a few friends; and when
they expressed their enthusiasm and admiration extravagantly, thi s taste of publ ic apprause v¡as sweet to hi s palate."** Àcr: sharing the manuscript.* syM: a. continuation
of use of eating metaphors: taste and palate parallering the
use of devouring (87) and cravings (94) in conjunction with
Hugh's aesthetic code. b. his manuscript: manuscripts are
handr+ritten, which in this case erases the presence of the
original author, as does the quarifier "his."* cul,: Hugh is
not discovered, so he continues on his path.* sEM: fond of
praise; this is quite imrnature behavior (seeking out praise
and responding so completely to it).
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"ue sent Lhe work to an English publisher and
received a prompt and flattering rep1y."** ÀCT: submission
of the manuscript.'t SyM: a. Enqlish publisher: this choice
of a foreign pubrisher serves several purposes: f. if Hugh
is caught plagiarizing, the ner¿rs might not reach home (canada). 2. intellectual hierarchy: Engrand more prestigious
than canada (a culturaL backwater). 3. rf his book succeeds
in Europe it will automatically succeed in canada. 4. separates Hugh from his past. b. work: this is his first job,
writing. wearthy, doesn't have to work to support himself
(separates him from the masses).* cul: the book must be good
to receive quick acceptance.* sEM: Hugh can write wel1.
( 93 )

t appeared under hi s sol-e name and swept the
world. "'t* ACT: book published, successf ul (sa1es).* HER:
will Hugh be caught? (we already know the ansv¡er is no
because he is wert respected in f irst part of the story) .,t
sYM: sole/soul: book will lead to his epithet, ,,a beautiful soul-." rronically, by printing the book under his "sole"
name Hugh demonstrates that he has no "soul"; he is utterly
ruthress.'t cul,: qualif ications of a great book: must be
internationally respected. Àlso helps if it se1ls well--making the author weII known.
(

94 ) " r

(95)"vrithin a !€ar"** syM: the same amount of time that
ir took Hugh to admit that he would not acknowledge the
or iginal author.
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(96)"it had been transrated into twenty-seven languages
and had made him international-ly famous."** Àcr: book translated, sells we11.* syM: twentv-seven lanquaoes: an improbable number ,
indicates the author's (Grove's ) grandiose
idea of internationar fame, and--within the story--the
incredible reception of the book.* cul,: fact that the book
is translated into many languages, and serrs werl, indicates
that Hugh has hit a nerve with the story: the defunct
author's psychology was correct. Àlso overwherms the reader;
who can attack an author who is so popular?
(97)"Once more he had gone to Europer,,** ACT: return to
Europe.* HER:
why does he return to Europe at this time?

supports 26: Hugh is not a domestic soul, ât least not
before his marriage.* SyM: a. Europe as intellectual center.
b. once aqain: serves to remind the reader of the events
of Hugh's last trip (when he found the book ) .

(98)"this time with the express though never-avowed purpose of finding another obscure work on which to base a work
of his own. "** Àcr: looking f or second nover. * HER: anslrers
97: looking for second novel.* syM: a. work: Hugh is living off the labour of others,
using someone else's work on
which to base his reputation. b. his hidden agenda is stated
here, but his stated agenda (what did he give as his reason
for the trip?)
is hidden. c. avowed: religious word:
Hugh's ambition is his religion. d. obscure: is something
which is not readily understood: Hugh is justifying his pla-
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giarism as an act of translation. e. express: hurry: Hugh
needs a second novel to cement the reputation which he
estabrished with the f irst nover.'t cul,: one-book novelists
are one-hit wonders: they shoot to fame, then descend even
more rapidry into obscurity.
without second novel Hugh's
fame will be fleeting.'t sEM: Hugh is not content with shortterm fame, wants longevity.
(99)"strange to sâyr he had found a second novel by the
same forgotten authorr"** ACT: finds second book.* HER: a.
will he rewrite this book with equal success? (again, ques_
tion answered in first part of story, y€s he wilt succeed).
b. how many books wirr Hugh write? c. what is this book
like?* cul: "truth is stranger than fiction" which makes the
discovery of this book credible.

"this time in a bookstall at Constantinop1e.,,,r,r SyM:
constantinopre: as a location has severar imprications. 1.
Hugh has gone further afield to find this book, perhaps in
order to avoid being recognized (and caught). 2. constantinopre is the gateway to the Eastr âD exotic location, at the
end of the (western) worrd. 3. another trading/port city,
making the presence of the book possible.
( 100)

( 101 )

"Again it nas, psychorogicarly,

a most remarkabl_e
piece of work and, artisticarry,
an utter fairure."** HER:
ansrvers 99.c:
book just like the first one.* syM: a. the
discrepancy between soul/art and body/nature; Hugh, like
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wilde, privireges art over nature. b. work: reminds the
reader that Hugh doesn't work, but rives off the work of
others.* cul,: justification of Hugh's behavior; book is an
artistic failure because it doesn't communicate the author's
vision (it has no style).
(102)"Hugh had undertaken considerabre research; but not
one of the half dozen histories of Dutch literature in exis-

tence even mentioned so much as the name of the author; not
one of

the great ribraries in the capitars of Europe contained a singre copy of his books."** syM: historicarly this
author doesn't exist--thus it is safe for Hugh to steal from
his books. rt is as if the books had not been written until
Hugh rev¡rote them. * HER: ansv¡ers 99.b: he wirl not be
caught.

(103)"Hugh, with a vastly improved technique, rewrote
this book as well;"** ÀCT: rehTrites second book.rt HER:
anslrers 99.a: yesr he will rewrite the book.* cul,: demands
progress from elite: Hugh improves writing abirity between
first and second books, ensuring that his second book wirl
be successful.* syM: a. no sign of hesitation on Hugh's
part, "a river once bridged is easily crossed," making use
of the "bridge" buirt with "his" first book. b. rewrote:
Ensures that unnamed author will not re-emerge: he no longer
exists as neither of his books exist.
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(104)"and when he published his verSiOn r "r,'t ACT: publiShes second book.* HER: will this book be as successful as
first?x CUL: "river once bridged". . . * SYM: version: translation, see 98.d.

(105)"his fame as the only Àmerican author who produced
works that not only counted in international Iiterature but
also profoundì-y infruenced the most advanced European
thought was assured."** HER: answers 104: yes.:r syM: Hugh
is declared an American author, rather than a canadian; this
divorces him from his past. rmportant that he infruences
European thought because Europe=intellectuar center; this
cements Hugh's reputation as an artist.* cul,: list of what
constitutes success: international recognition, and inftuence on modern thought.
(106)"He was openly carled the greatest living genius of
the century. "** cul.: to be recognized during lifetime is

great achievement; most geniuses are recognized only after
their death.* syM: qenius: a loaded term: a genius is a
"god of birth" but Hugh has onry given birth to himseJ_f;
even "his" book is not his own creation, a dead author is
his true genius. Then again, a genius is one who has povrer
over another: when Hugh has this type of povrer (ie, over
clare) trre resurt is terrible. so it is a negative thing if
he is a genius.* sEM: Hugh has achieved what he sought,
social recognition. Raises HER: is he satisfied?
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(107)"rt had been at this stage that he had married crare
Reichert, only daughter of the mirlionaire manufacturer of
pianos in Toronto. "*,k Àcr: Hugh marries clare.* syM: clare
is again described in terms of her relationship to a certain
man--in this case her father--robbing her of identity. she
is an appropriate choice for Hugh for tvro reasons: her
wealth wirl increase his own (see gg: to increase inheritance is important step in gaining social recognition), and
the wealth comes from the sale of pianos: a symbol of cul__
ture in the bourgeoisie worrd.* cul: crare is just another
object possessed by Hugh, rather than his wife and equar.
"** HER: what wi 11 happen to the Àrlister,s marriage in the third, and final, stage of the story?
( 1 08 ) "r I r

(109)"If,

during the first decade of his married 1ife,
Hugh had connived at crare's vagaries, there had been two
chief reasons. "'t* HER: what are these two reasons, and what
will they revear about Hugh? b. vaqaries: "flight of fancy": is clare the creative f orce in this marriage?,t syM:
division of the marriage into three periods each lasting ten
years (ten years of clare's rebel-lion, ten years where crare
obeyed the rules, and--presumabì-y--ten years when crare is
confined to the nursing home).* cul.: Hugh is rationarizing
here; in our culture we have a reason for everything.
(110)"rn the first prace, he knew that his young wife had
soon come to suspect that, as a riterary genius, he was 'a
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fraud';"o* HER: harf answers 109, stirl remains to be seen
what the second reason is.* sEM/syM: this is a statement
without proof. rt may be that Hugh is afraid of being caught
and so displaces his fear onto clare.* cul.: cannot hide
secrets from your spouse: a married couple share a special,
intimate knowledge of each other.* sEM: if this is true,
then clare is reveared to be an observant and bright young
woman.

(111)"and in the second prace, having acquired, not onry
fame, but also the reputation of the most advanced thinker
of the age,"** HER: can Hugh's ambition be satiated?* syM:
acquired: myth of the self-made man: Hugh has earned a nev¡

identity for himself through his writing.
"he felt under an obt igat ion to just i fy that reputation. The conseguence v¡as that a third epithet was soon
appried to him: "** HER: compretes ans\{er to 109. what is
third epithet?'t syM: a. pattern of threes: three stages of
marriage, three epithets, he needs a third book to comprete
the pattern. b. epithet: can refer to an abusive term, or
to an abused term.¡t cul: once something is acquired the real
task--of hording on to that thing--begins. Hugh is a srave
to his aesthetic self-creation.
(

112

)

(113)"that of 'a beautiful- soul'."** HER: answers 112:
but how did he earn this third title?* syM: beautiful sour:
better than the best in spiritual matters. Hugh's achieve-
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ments are in the fields of social
spirit (theme of three).

skiIl,

literature,

and

"Henceforth hi s every act ion had been del iberate;
before he took any step, he invariably decided within him(
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)

self what effect it wourd have on the image which lived of
himself in the pubric mind."** syM: expraíns/justifies his
previous actions 27-40:. Hugh is perfectly capable of betraying his wife's reputation in order to enhance his own.* sEM:
to the aesthete one's image in society is everything. rn
his attempt to suppress nature through art Hugh has schooled
himself not to act spontaneously.* CUL: Clare would have
discovered after marriage that she had married an "old man,"
a man so del-iberate that she rebetled by acting wildly.
rn
this relationship,
the male is rationaL/art,
the female
i rrat ional/naLure.
thought of that nor.r in pondering over crare's
letter. "*'k sYM: f unctions to bring the reader back to the
beginning of the story (clare's confinement). Arso reminds
the reader that Hugh is rational, considering the costs of
freeing his wife.
(

115) "He

"rt was at once crear to him"** sEM: clear has
replaced crare.* syM: makes it obvious that Hugh's decision
has nothing to do with cl-are and everything to do with Hugh.
Also, this was an easy--or predetermined--decision, he has
been bluf f ing by pretending to t.hink about it.
(

11

6)
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(117)"that this letter as well as anything else she might
r+r ite to him must be burned. "** HER: ansvrers g7 :
clare wi rt
be the second victim of his ambition. what will be the
resurt of this suppression of clare?* syM: crare's letters
will be the source of his third book, and all evidence of
plagiarism must be destroyed. Ànswers lo9.b: crare is the
more creative person in this rerationship.
cul,: Hugh is
destroying the evidence: if clare's retters are lost no one
will be able to prove that his own writings are merely palimpsest

s.

(118)"No eye but his must ever see a line of clare,s.,',r*
sYM: a. makes the connection between clare and the unnamed

author specific:
their writing suppressed to provide for
Hugh's. b. eve/l:
the only person who counts in Hugh's
calculations is Hugh.* SEM:
Hugh is completely self-serving.

his answer--that was a different matter. He
wourd write it on a typewriter and retain a copy.,,rk* HER:
why is Hugh's writing privileged (rhetoricar question).*
sYM: he is revrriting crare, as he rewrote the unnamed noverist. since clare=nature and Hugh=art then art is inspired
by, or borrows from, nature and not the opposite, as wilde
craimed in Intentions, but it wilr seek to erase arr trace
of these borrowings.* cuL: coÞy: documentation of his output; as an author his words are valuab1e.
(119 ) "But
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(120) "He made many

drafts.
Àt last he wrote. "** ÀCT:
answering Clare's letter.* SyM:
many drafts:
emphasises
the deliberate nature of what Hugh is doing and has done in
creating himself.* CUL: art as an effort requiring care.
(121) "Dearest

DarIing,"** CUL: language of a love letter:
here it begins a story within a story.* SyM: demonstrates
yet again that Hugh is a master at the social game.
(122) "You

can imagine my surprise and delight when the
mair carrier brought your unexpected letter this morning."**
sYM: surprise: a clue to Hugh's true feelings! he had
probably hoped not to hear from clare at least temporarily.*
cul,: language of a love letter: two rovers separated physically employ a go-between (mair man) to keep them in touch/
their love aIive.
(123)"r hope that you are improving. Do not be impatient
and try to force matters;"** HER: in what way can Clare
improve? Does she even need to improve?* syM: there is a
veiled threat in second sentence; he is warning her that she
cannot force matters, he hords arl of the cards.* cul,: a.
language of love letter:
showing proper concern for her
health (imprication being that without her he must die, so
he hopes that she l ives ! ) . b. rnare/f emare binary: as a woman
she is to remain passive; ret men take care of her, art/nature binary: as "natural" woman clare ought to be perfected
by the efforts of the "artistic" man, but instead Hugh is
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destroying "nature" in order to create his "art."
demonstrates Hugh's ability to play social game.

SEM:

(124)"but hasten the recovery along as much as you can.
Already you must have picked up wonderfully:",t* cul,: language of a hearthy person speaking to an ill one: farse bravado, empty sentiments.'t syM: picked gp: a clue to her to
"pick up" the hidden message in his letter:
ie, a thinly
veiled threat.
(125)"and things can surely be only a matter of time nov¡.
this is convalescence at last;"*'t SyM: a. time: double
meaning: may be a cl,ue that if she is patient she will even-

tually be released, or that the waiting game has begun. If
the l-atter, then he who rives rongest wins. b. convalescence: hints that she has been irr for a rong time: here a
1ie, intended to win sympathy for Hugh as the long-suffering
husband. Requires a doubre audience--if Hugh is to win sympathy with this stance--which supports 117: clare wirr serve
as a source for Hugh's book.
(126 ) "and r¡re have

to thank God for it. "** SyM:
vre:
seems to say that they wiII tackle the problem as a couple.
Here, a lie, gained to win sympathy for Hugh. This sentiment
rings hollov¡ because Hugh is his o$¡n aesthetic creation, and
there f ore sel f -suf f ic ient .
(127)"r hope that you are not tiring yourself in writing
too much. Do take care."** syM: again a veired threat, Hugh
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will not stand for Clare's continued bad behavior Her writing wilI lead her to destruction via Hugh.
(128)"Àt this point he stopped and pondered agai n. Yes,
he said to himself at last, that is the right note, tr:k * ÀCT :
pause during the act of writ ing to Clare.* SyM: a. ponders:
Hugh is taking this letter
very seriously, much depends on
his control of language. rn facL, the writing is more difficult than his decision to suppress clare, which he decided
"straight away." b. note: a pun: musical note/harmony; the
need to make language beautifurr
so that people wilr enjoy
it, and not probe beneath the surface (styre over substance).

(129)"it must touch even her heart; and there is that
dericate hint of previous troubles ..."** syM: a. Hugh is
writing to a doubre audience, and is desirous of getting a
separate message across to each. b. delicate hint:
just
enough so that readers know that Hugh is not to blame, but
not strong enough to arrow clare to f ight back.,r cul: the
ability to manipulate language is a writer's task and greatest achievement.
( 1 30 )

"He went on; "** syM: returns the reader--mentalry--

to Hugh's letter, the story within the story.
"Let us not too strictly count the days or dwe11 on
what they have brought or will bring. "** SYM: a. double
audience; sounds nice, but the pr ivileged reader can see the
( 1 31 )

i
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threat which is aimed at crare. b. dwelr: to reside: crare
will dwell in the hospital for ten years, and if she does
pay too much attention to the passing days and what they are
bringing her she will go insane.
(132)"In the present of our love, there is no Future
Past. "'k* CUL: language of a love letter,
no substance
what he is writing, but sounds nice.* SyM: a warning
Clare that she is not present, but already written out
his life (no future).

or

to
to
of

(133)"I have written a few trifles,
nothing big. r am
writing for your so we can read it together one day."** CUL:
language of love letter:
looking forward to the time when
they will no longer be physicatly separated.* syM: a. he is
litera1ly rewriting crare, and she can read her revised self
in his letters. b. trifles:
her life/nature, which he
seriousry undervarues (as he undervarued the worth of the
unnamed author's writing) .
(134)"r will not make this letter a long one, either;"r,*
sYM: the letter is the trifte he has written, not long=¡e¡
very valuable: all style and no substance.
(135)"the doctor told me not to. Yet the news that I have
sounds satisfactory; and we must hope for steady progress."** HER: has he truly spoken with the doctors and if
so, what did they telt him?* SYM: a. doctors: a symbol of
authority, they possess a knowledge which sets them apart
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from other men. Their knowledge protects them from being
challenged by raymen. b. satisfactorv: to whom? Hugh most
likely; the doctors wirl aIlov¡ him to keep crare confined.
"The first

difficulties are naturalry far and away
the worst and lengthiest. "*'t syM: reminds the reader (and
clare) of the early difficulties within the Àlrister marriage.* cul: language of a wise man: alrying himself with
the doctors (wise men) so that he cannot be charrenged.
(

135)

"Don't a1low yourself to
i s obviousJ-y all alone now.
( 1 37 )

feel lonely"**

SYM: Clare

(138)"arways telr

yourself that you are getting better,
better, better. That will help."** SyM: theme of threes
( "better " ) , the thi rd stage=the f inar stage
, death. * cul,:
language of healthy person writing to an irr one: farse bravado, the power of mind over body. This is an attitude
which Hugh has used to suppress others, especialry his
parents and now clare, in order to be free to create himseIf.
(139)"these letters are

necessarily unsatisfactory; but
the privilege of writing to you at all is precious."** SyM:
warning Cl-are that she can lose the right to write.* CUL:
language of a love letter:
written communication precious
because there is no physical contac t .
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(140)"Heaps of love.

with !ou."** syM: empty conclusion to an empty (devoid of feeling)Ietter.
( 1 41 )

God be

"Hugh"** SyM: essentially a cold ending,

no pet

namesr flo secret 10ve words
little to show that they
shared an emot ionar I i fe. Letter didn' t say anything that
the world couldn't read.
(142)"Having read and reread and erased and corrected his

rines"** Acr: preparing the letter's final form.* syM: act
of creating a work of fiction: labour-intensive and methodical rather than spontaneous.* cul,: sounds rike an actor perfecting his lines, or an aesthete perfecting his mask.
(143)"Ue sighed with retief ,"*,t SyM: not an easy or pleasurable task, but unpleasant and difficult.
(144) "opened

the portable typewriter concealed in the
side of his desk, inserted paper and carbon, and made a
clean copy."** Àcr: typing the final draft of the letter.*
sYM: a. hidden typewriter points to the secrecy surrounding
the source of his novels. b. paÞer and carbon: double
audience intended here; clare gets onry one copy of the retter, the other is saved for his book in the making.* CUL: as
an author, Hugh's words are precious, worthy of being kept
safe (copied). Àlso typing versus longhand indicates a piece
of work (fiction) rather than a personal_ letter.
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that task v¡as f inished.,",t,t SyM: task rather
than privilege: reveals Hugh's true reaction toward the retter, and in turn toward C1are.
( 145) "When

(146)"he carefurly gathered every scrap of his tentative
drafts as well as crare's retter and took thern to the fire-

place to burn."*'k cul,: a. hiding the evidence: of both his
labour (tne drafts) and of his source (crare's letter).
b.
image of the phoenix: springing from the ashes of its
parentr âs Hugh did in creating himself.* sEM: demonstrates
Hugh's attention to detail.
He is careful to cover his
tracks.
(l ql

) " IV"'t't

this section will

SyM:

epi 1ogue

quickly sum up

to the pattern of
the story.

threes:

"CIare held out for another ten years during which,
according to her husband, she had been di sintegrating stead( 1 48 )

iIy. "** HER: v¡as Clare if 1?'k SyM: a. supports 1 09: the
third stage does last for ten years. b. accordinq to her
husband: calls his judgement into doubt. Reader is already
suspicious of Hugh, this serves to confi rm that suspicion.*
CUL: steadv decline: a natural, rather than artful, reaction to her suppression.
(149)"when the arienist connected r+ith the institution
saw how much worse she h¡as every time she had received a

letter, he asked even Hugh to discontinue the correspondence."** HER: a. did Hugh stop wriling upon request? b. who
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ei.se was vrriting to clare?* cul.: alienist:
with this order
he completery arienates clare from the outside world.* sEM:
Hugh wrote

freguently to clare, J-ike a devoted husband.

(150)"she wrote pitiable

appears to her friends both at

Arbala and Toronto;rt:t* HER: who are these f riends, and where
v/ere they earrier in the story?'t cul.: a.
pitiable:
f irst
arouse pity, but later pity turns to contempt. Dangerous to

write such letters,
Leaves one open to contempt. b.
aÞÞeals: meaning that crare is povrerress and begging from
those who are powerful: this also arouses contempt.* sEM:
Clare seems to have lost all self-respect.
in the beginning, these f riends made enquíries at
the institution; after a while, they ceased to pay attention
to even the most heart-rendering effusions. *** HER: ansvrers
150: these people are social friends, but not real friends
as demonstrated by their course of action (never approached
crare directly).* cul.: proper channels are followed by these
friends, but they never probe beneath the surface. This is
an example of the negativity of "style" over "substance."
(.1

51 ) "

(152)"Thenr"** SYM: passage of time.

"as the consequence
receipt of one of Hugh's most
ensued, "'t* HER: answers 49:
What exactly was contained in
of language: it can kitl.
(.153 )

'1

of a paroxysm following the
masterful missives, her death
Do, Hugh did not stop writing.
that final letter?* CUL: power
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"relieving her of her suffêrings. "** HER: how much
did clare suffer during those ten years of confinement?*
cul.: an empty pratitude concerning death: "she's out of pain
( 1 54 )

r¡ov¡ .

tt

(155)"Three years after the sad event, Hugh pubrished the
last and greatest of the three books on which his fame

sYM: confirms and compretes the pattern of
threes.* cul,:
three vears:
one year is the generarry
expected period of mourning; by delaying the pubtication for
ronger than the required period Hugh witr gain added respect
and sympathy (it will appear as if he had loved clare very
rests. "**

much ) .

(156)"Às is well known, 'The Letters of Hugh ÀIIi ster to
His wife'are a classic; and if his two other novers had not
already done sor this vorume alone wourd assure him of his
place among the immortals"** CUL: belief in the poss ibility

of achieving immortality through art.* syM: confirms theory
that Hugh would "re-write" clare, thus sacrificing her to
his aesthetic self-creation.
(157)"as 'a beautiful

soul'.",r* SyM: calls the value/
meaning of the epithet into question because Hugh has no
soul- (94)

.
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The paral-lers between this story and Dorian Gray centre

on the two aesthetes in the stories: Hugh Àllister and Lord
Henry wotton. The two men are both distanced from the events

of the stories, for they decline to act in propria Þersona,
preferring the role of the observer. yet each is the catalyst of the action of the nover or story, for their very
fairure to act has great repercussions on the events of the
narratives.
In "À BeautifuI soul" this appears in Hugh's
relation to his "sources"; his failure to credit the original author is initially less a malicious act than a simple
failure to act.
It would have been relatively easy for him
to acknowredge his debt at the time that he first showed the
manuscript to his friends. Having failed to have done so at
the moment, the act becomes more difficurt,
and finarly-when the book is pubrished--impossible. The same is true of
his treatment of crare; his one act is to have her confined;
after that he simply alLows events to play themserves out.
Likewise, Lord Henry is not incapabre of action, physicarly,
but he prefers to observe, or to tark rather than act. rt is
his speech which is dangerous: he opens worlds of artistic
possibility to Dorian, but leaves Dorian to travel these
worlds arone, unguided and unassisted. Bolh "create" an art
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which kills al-1 that it touches; theirs is an art which "is
superbly sterile" (witae, DG 240), for not onry does it not
reproduce, but it actually prevents others from acting/reproducing as we1l.
There are numerous minor parallels between Lhe characters
of Hugh À1lister and Lord Henry, incuding the fact that both
have marriages which involve the suppression of the wife.
The two women escape their suppression through an expression

of their sexuarity; in crare's case this resurts in further
suppression and eventually death, while victoria leaves marriage to one man onry to enter into a marriage with another.
The two men are consummate performers who make excellent
social partners but terrible husbands. But perhaps most
important are the v¡ays in which each rives only through surrogates. Dorian acts as a surrogate for Lord Henry who is
fascinated by, but unattached to, Dorian as a person. Lord
Henry prefers to observe Dorian scientificalry
rather than
to become emotionalry entangled as is Basil Hallward. Thus,
although Lord Henry lives vicariously through Dorian, he
does not probe too deeply, preferring to experience Dorian,s
life--like his own--onIy superficiarry.
rn the same wêy,
Hugh does not even explore the texts that he has chosen to
rewrite--ir he had he would have found a pointed warning in
the first novel about the dangers of an uneven marriage--but
rather paints his ov¡n "style" over their "substance." Likewise, he finds it easier to deal with his wife as an absent
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source for his third book than to live with her as her husband. Àlthough he projects his ov¡n insecurities onto her-assuming that she thinks of him as a "fraud" though there is

no evidence to support this--he refuses to delve beneath the
events which lead to her "catastrophe," preferring to lock

her away, out of sight and out of mind.
The unpleasanLness of these two aesthetes revears the
urtimate attitude of the two authors to the notion of the
"self-made man." unlike the other characters in both stories, including Dorian himself, no mercy is shown to the
aesthetes, perhaps because they themsel-ves show none. Bearing in mind that Grove himserf was an aesthetic creation of
"FPG," this attitude toward aesthetes becomes even more disturbing. In addition, if we are to read rn search of Mvself
as the final attempt of Grove to solidify his aesthetic
existence (wirriams 52), then the narrator of the "autobiography" becomes a "Hugh Àtlister"--an observer--whose passive
art poisons all that it touches.
That Grove himserf reached such a conclusion about his
own "nature" is uncertain. But he did, without a doubt, come
to misLrust the very doctrines that he had used to structure
his life, both as Felix paur Greve and as Frederick philip
Grove. Had he searched deeply enough he wourd have discovered that arl texts, even riving ones, depend on similar
codes in their

creation. or, as wilde had realized fifty
years earlier: "rt is a humiliating confession, but we are
all of us made out of the same stuff" (Intentions 15).
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wilde, of course, repudiated his doctrine only in the
depths of Reading Gao1. Rorand Barthes , in reviving wil_de's
ideas in more contemporary, poststructural dress, revives as
well the amorarity of the aesthete whose "authors" are
exposed, all the same, by his method. Barthes himself thus
condones the act of erasure--of hiding one's true origins-even as he makes those origins available to the careful
reader. FPG, who r¡Ias an "artificial"
construct, if there
ever was one, proves himself just as ready, in "À Beautiful
sou1, " as Barthes to expose what he had always presented as
being "naturar"--his artistic
self. rn this brief,
but
devasting, story of Hugh Àrlister r 2 2 he comes closest to
exposing his own "authors"--incruding the person of Felix
Paul Greve, the German author of two novels which Grove
would mine heavily in the writing of his canadian novels, as
well as oscar wilde--in an attempt to establish his ol¡n
autonomous existence. rn so doing he anticipates Barthes'
own understanding of our society's dependency on the "deceptive plenitude
of alr the codes [which] constitute me"
(10). rn that sense, FpG's only true self wourd seem to consist in the very plenitude of codes which he has taken from
the culture of the Decadence.

22

I bel ieve that this is one of a very few, if not the
onIy, "fictional " story in which FpG wr ites about a writer. This further emphasizes the deeply personal nature of
this story.
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APPENDIX:

À Beautiful Soul
by

Frederick PhiLip

Grove

when Hugh ALlister's wife crare was taken to that
exclusive nursing home at Mt. Brisco, with his friends, both
male and femare, saying under their breath that there v¡as
not a ghost of a chance of her ever coming out again,
everybody pitied him most sincerely. For, whatever you might
think of clare, she had at least been a model hostess in his
ever hospitable house. For a quarter of a century Hugh had
been the social and literary lion of materialistic Arbara,
that industrial centre of the steel and implement trade of
Ontar io.

rn lionizing Hugh, the plutocratic upper circres of
society in the city had felt they were paying due homage to
achievement in the rearm of retters. Ever since his first
two books had found that amazing echo in the British rsles
and throughout continentar Europe, they had rooked upon him
as the man who refuted the charge of canada's interlectual
and artistic sterility.
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The lionizing capacity of American society is proverbiar.
Tn Hugh Allister's

case j.t vras assisted by the f act that

he

was well-born,

well-bred, and immensely rich.
Even in
England hi s beauti ful manners had been admi red; and
whenever, after the publication of his first book, he had
gone to Europe, he had been greeted there as the outstanding
representative of Àmerican art in literature.
The present disaster had made him something worse than a
widower.
Had Clare died instead of becoming mentally

deranged, there were many, young girrs as well as full-blown
divorcees and widows, who wourd have jumped at the chance of

comforting this "beautiful soul"--though, when he was spoken
of in that strain,
the French or German ranguage was
commonly used--they called hím une belle ãme or eine schoene
seele. And, besides being the great cerebrity of Àrbara,
Hugh was distinctly the "handsome man".

It is true that, long before the catastrophe happened,
there had been occasional disturbing rumours.
Very soon
after their marriage it had been said that Hugh and crare
were not "getting orì". she had brought him prenty of money;
but money is not everything; and besides, Hugh did not need
it. once, a year or so after the marriage, clare had left
him for nearly a year, returning to her parents at roronto.
The rumours which tried to account for this absence had,
however, been stoutly contradicted by Hugh; and when clare
had returned to Arbala and observed a dead silence with
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regard to her stay in Toronto, they had gradualry died av¡ay,
at least in the circres in which Hugh moved. Hugh had born
it all so beautifurry. Even when, after another year, crare
went to Europe without her husband, he treated her desertion

as the most natural thing in the worrd. why should a wife
be bound by her husband's domesticity? once, ât the time,
he had unexpectedly come upon a group of men r+ho vrere
discussing cIare. Nobody had noticed his approach. somebody
had just remarked that a friend of his had seen crare at the
opera comique in paris in the company of a strange young
man, a foreigner, with whom she had conversed on terms of
evident intimacy. Hugh had stepped forward and smired at
the consternation betrayed on half a dozen faces. "The young
man in question," he had said,
"is a very dear friend of
mine whom r have urgently asked, being myserf unavoidabty
detained on this side of the Àtrantic, to take crare in tow.
This statement,
gentlemen, should remove all
your
di f f icurt ies. " r t had done so; for ,
as one of the harf
dozen had remarked later,
"if a married man knows about his
wife's escapades and chooses to connive at them, it is
entirery his own af f air. " The ernbarrassing incident had
redounded entirely
to the credit of Hugh's angelic
disposition. on another occasion, it is true, when clare's
misbehavior, as it vras carred, was again discussed among
men, one of them, older than the rest, gave it as his
opinion that Hugh, "if he were a man", wourd first horsewhip
lhe other fellow and then divorce his wife. But the younger
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of the group had laughed him out of court as an old
fogey: "such things aren't done any longer these days."

members

There had come a time, and it had rasted furly a decade,

when Hugh's patience and forbearance had justified
themselves. ÀpparentJ.y futly reconciled to her marriage,
crare had given in and, to arr appearances, had suddenly
become a rnoder wif e f or Hugh. she had stayed at home, had,
with dignity and even brilliance,
presided at his many
sociar functions, and never given the slightest occasion for
scandal or gossip. Many members of the present ieunesse
aorá" had never known her otherwise. one or two shrewd
observers of the older generation, it is true, had thought
they detected a slight ironicar
intonation in her
expressions of solicitude for Hugh's comfort and welfare.
Thus Hugh was subject to excruciating headaches on the day
after a dinner party prolonged into the smalr hours of the
night; and, to most, it was touching to see how crare
watched over him and insisted on his retiring at what she
called a reasonabre hour. when the group to which the
À1listers belonged went for an outing, long strings of
exquisite motor cars threading the newry-paved highways of
the province, she saw to iL,
often in the face of his
protests, that the footman put overcoats and rugs into the
car, so thatr on the return trip in the chill of the night,
he would not catch a cold. she treated him like a chird
entrusted to her care and made an exceLlent mother. But even

11s

through this

latter

the marriage

decade

had

r ema i ned

ster i l-e .

When, in the fortieth year of Clare's life,
the
catastrophe came and, on an excursion to Niagara Fal1s, she
made an exhibition of hersel f , it $¡as quite unexpected. Hugh
acted promptly; he calIed in the most prominent alienists
and, with tragic face, accepted their verdict that a
temporary confinement in a nursing home vras indispensable.
His male friends vrere appal 1ed; the v¡omen vied wi th each
other to make him forget his loss.
II

rt $¡as a week af ter crare had been taken avray, and Hugh
was sitting in his sumptuousry furnished study and pondering
over a letter which had just arrived from Clare.
a sense of tremendous responsibility.
The letter was a piteous appear of crare's. she beggedr yêsr
implored him to take her avray: onry he could do it.
He
knew, she said, that she $ras perfectry sane. Nobody else
could possibly know how justifiabre had been that outbreak
of hers. If he would make himserf responsible for her
further good behavior, Dr. Davidson, the superintendent, had
said, they would let her go. she would give him her solemn
promise that never again wourd she let herself go as she had
done on that deplorabre occasion. she would honestry carl
him, yes, consider him, her benef actor. Or, i f that ?¡ere
He was bowed under
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more to his taste, he might assign her a place of residence,

in canada or abroad, and she would promise to stay within
the territory defined by him; she wourd never troubre him
again; nobody in Àrbara need even know that she was no
longer confined; she would never give a sign of rife to any
common friend or acquaintance. she asked for nothing but
permission to live out her life in that comparative freedom
which wourd permit her to move about, within limits defined
by him, unhampered and unobserved.
Hugh read and reread

the letter; and tor hours and hours
he pondered over it.
while engaged in his meditations, he
refused to see callers; he had a lunch brought up to his
study, declining to descend to the dining room.
He revierved hi s whole 1i f e.

His career had been a surprise to himserf. when, nearly
thirty years ago, he had been in Ho1l_and, he had, at a
bookstarr in Àmsterdam, picked up an old frayed volume and
casually glanced at it. rt had been a nover ¡vritten by a
forgotten author and dealing with the peculiar case of a
marriage between two intelrectually
harmonious but
temperamentally opposed personarities which ended in
estrangement and ultimate disaster. He had bought the book
and convinced himself that it was psychologically sound and
that it anticipated much of the most modern criticism of the
inslitution of marriage. He had made enquiries about the
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author who had been dead for f ifty years or longer. The book
had interested him profoundly, partly for the reason that,
in conjunct ion with amaz ing psychological insight,
it
exhibited an almost childish inability "to put the thing
over". He was sorely tempted to rewrite the story.

Àt the time he had been strangely disirrusioned about
himserf.
He had never done anything to attract the
attention of any large or small circre of his fellow-men.
Yet, to do so, had been his devouring ambition. His wealth
was inheritedi but in order to excel in some way he wourd
have gladly set out to doubre or trebre his inheritance. He
knew only too well that he lacked the gift.
rn art or
literature he knew himserf to be a mere direttante; yet fame
in either fierd would have satisfied his craving.
The
trouble was that he had no ideas.
Àt last he did rewrite the book and, thinking it good,
began to consider pubrication. For a rong while he never
thought of anything but the necessity of acknowledging his
debt to the defunct author. But another year went by and he
read his manuscript to a few friends; and when they
expressed their admiration and enthusiasm extravagantly,
this taste of public applause was sweet to his palate. He
sent the work to an Engrish publisher and received a prompt
and flattering offer of pubrication.
It appeared under his
sole name and swept the world; $¡ithin a year it had been
translated into twenty-seven languages and had made him
internationally famous.
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once more he had gone to

, thi s t ime i th the
express though never-avowed purpose of f inding another
obscure work on which to base a book of his own. strange to
sâyr he had found a second novel by the same forgotten
author, this time in a book stall at constantinople. Àgain
it was' psychologically, a most remarkable piece of work
and, artistically,
an utter failure.
Hugh had undertaken
considerabre researchi but not one of the half dozen
histories of Dutch literature in existence even mentioned so
much as the name of the author; not one of the great
libraries in the capitals of Europe contained a single copy
of his books.
Europe

r.¡

Hugh, with a vastly matured technique, rewrote this book
as werr; and when he published his version, his fame as the

author who produced work that not onry counted
in internationar literature but arso profoundly infruenced
the most advanced European thought was assured. He $ras
openly cal-led the greatest living genius of the age.
onJ-y American

It

had been at this

stage that he had married clare
Reichert r orlly daughter of the mi ll ionai re rnanuf acturer of
pianos in Toronto.
III
rf, during the first decade of his married life, Hugh had
connived at crare's vagaries, there had been two chief
reasons. rn the first place, he knew that his young wife had
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soon come to suspect thatr

âs a literary genius, he was "a
fraud"; and in the second place, having acguired, not onry
fame, but also the reputation of being the most advanced
thinker of the â9êr he fert under an obligation to justify
that reputation. The consequence yras that a third epithet
was soon appried to him: that of "a beautiful souI".
Henceforth his every action had been deriberate; before he
took any step, he invariably decided within himself what
effect it wourd have on the image which rived of himself in
the public mind.
He thought of that now in pondering over Clare's l-etter.
rt r¿ras at once clear to him that this letter as well as

anything else she might write to him must be burned.
but his must ever see a line of Clare's.

his answer--that was a different matter.
wrl te it on a typewriter and retain a copy.
But

He made many drafts.

No eye

He would

Àt last he wrote.

"Dearest Darring, you can imagine my surprise and deright

the mail carrier brought your unexpected letter this
morning. r hope you are improving. Do not be impatient and
do not attempt to force mattersi but hasten the recovery
along as much as you can.
Already you must have picked up
wonderfully; and things can surely be only a matter of time
now. This is convalescence at last;
and we have to thank
God for it.
when
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"I hope that you äre not tiring yourself
much. Do take care.

in writing

too

tt

At this point he stopped and pondered again. Yes, he
said to himself at last, that i s the right note. It must
touch even her heart; and there is that delicate hint of
previous troubles. . . He went on:
"Let us not too strictly count the days or dwell on what
they have brought or may bring. I n the Present of our Love,
there is no Future and no past.
"I have written a few trifles, nothing big.
f or your so $¡e can read it together one day.

I

am

writing

"I wirt not make this letter a rong one, eitheri the
yet the nevrs I have sounds
doctor told me not to.
satisfactory; and we must hope for steady progress. The
first difficulties are naturalry far and av¡ay the worst and
lengthi est .

"Don't aIlow yourself to feeI loneIy; always teIl
yourself that you are getting better, better, better. That
will help.
"These letters

are necessari1y unsat i sfactory;
privilege of writing to you at all is precious.
"Heaps of love.

God be

with you.
Hugh. "

but the
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Having read and reread and erased and corrected his
lines, he sighed with relief, opened the portabre typewriter
concealed in Lhe side of his desk, inserted paper and
carbon, and made a clean copy. when that task was finished,
he carefully gathered every scrap of his tentative drafts as
well as clare's letter and took them to the fireplace to
burn.
TV

Clare held out for another ten years during which,
according to her husband, she had been di s integrat ing
steadily. When the alienist connected with the institution
sav¡ how much vrorse she was every time she had received a
Ietter,
he asked even Hugh to
di scontinue the
correspondence. she wrote pitiable appeals to her friends
both at Arbara and Toronto; in the beginning, these friends
made enquiries at the institution;
after a whiIe, they
ceased to pay attention to even the most heart-rendering
effusions.
r âs the consequence of a paroxysm following the
receipt of one of Hugh's most rnasterly missives, her death
ensued, relieving her of her sufferings.
Then

Three years after the sad event, Hugh published the last
and greatest of the three books on which his fame rests. As

is well known , "The Let ters of Hugh ALlister to His Wife"
are a classic; and if hi s two other novels had not already
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done so, this volume alone would assure him
the immortals as "a beautifuI soul".

his place among
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